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Summary

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a binary radiotherapy modality
based on the neutron capture reaction n + 10B→ 7Li + α induced by thermal
neutrons.
BNCT consists of two phases, first a 10B carrier compound, which has the abil-
ity to preferentially accumulate in the tumour than in the healthy tissue, is
administered to the patient and then the tumour is irradiated with a neutron
beam.
The thermal neutrons interaction with the 10B carrier compound produces al-
pha particles and 7Li ions. In the 94% of captures the 7Li ion is produced in
an excited state which causes the emission of a prompt gamma ray of 478 keV.
The range of the alpha particles and the 7Li ions is less than 10 µm which is
smaller than the mean cell diameter and therefore most of the reaction energy
is deposited in the 10B filled target cell. Hence BNCT has a cell level selectiv-
ity.
The effectiveness of BNCT strongly depends on the microscopic distribution
of 10B in tumour cells at the time of irradiation.
Many methods have been developed to evaluate the 10B concentration in the
tumour but none of them gives the information live during the treatment.
The development of a Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)
system, that exploits the 478 keV gamma ray emitted during the therapy, for
mapping of 10B reaction rate inside the patient will allow a real time moni-
toring of the therapeutic dose delivered in the irradiated volume. The on-line
measurement will make it possible to optimize the dose delivering during the
irradiation, thus improving the effectiveness of the treatment.
Aim of this thesis was to evaluate the performances of a SPECT system for
small animals, starting from the experimental characterization of a CdZnTe
(CZT) semiconductor detector for the spectrometry of 7Li 478 keV gamma
rays and the computational study of its imaging capabilities.
This thesis is structured in five chapters and a conclusion section.
The first chapter is an introduction to BNCT and an overview of the most com-
monly used methods to measure the 10B concentration in samples and in-vivo.
Moreover the first chapter gives an introduction to SPECT imaging describing
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the software and hardware requirements for a high performing SPECT system.
Finally the rationale and the requirements for SPECT in BNCT are also dis-
cussed in chapter 1.
In chapter 2 the properties and advantages of a solid state detector are dis-
cussed focusing on the Cadmium Zinc Telluride detector. The energy, timing
and spatial resolution of a CZT detector are discussed and compared to the
most commonly used detector in SPECT imaging.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the simulation studies started in collaboration with
Ph.D. student Chunhui Gong at Nanjing University of Aeronautics and As-
tronautics during the author research period in Nanjing, China. Main fo-
cus of these simulation studies were the image reconstruction capabilities of a
20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector employed as a base element for a BNCT-SPECT
imaging system. The results of this work are discussed in chapter 3.
In the fourth chapter the experimental characterization of a 5x5x20 mm3 CZT
detector is presented. The prototype CZT detector was tested using standard
calibration gamma source and its energy resolution and efficiency were studied.
To conclude the characterization of the 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detector a measure-
ment campaign was carried out at the University of Pavia TRIGA Mark II
reactor. In chapter 5 the results of these measurements are discussed showing
the prototype detector performances when employed in a neutron and photon
mixed field.
In the final section the conclusions of this thesis work and the future steps are
presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Boron Neutron Capture Therapy

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a binary radiation therapy which
is able to selectively destroy malignant cells while sparing the normal tissue.
BNCT is based on the 10B high capture cross section (3840 barns) of thermal
neutrons (En < 0.5eV ) (shown in Figure 1.1) which yields charged particles
with high linear energy transfer (LET) such as α particles and 7Li-nuclei.

n+10B =⇒

{
7Li + α, ELi = 1.01 MeV; Eα = 1.78 MeV(6%)
7Li + α + γ(0.478 MeV), ELi = 0.84 MeV; Eα = 1.47 MeV(94%)

(1.1)
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Figure 1.1: Neutron capture microscopic cross section of 10B
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1. Introduction

The α particles and 7Li-nuclei obtained from the capture reaction have re-
spectively a LET of about 150 keV µm−1 and 175 keV µm−1, thus the path
lengths of these particles in tissue are in the range of 4.5 µm to 10 µm which
is comparable to the cell diameter and ensures that all the energy of these
particles is deposited inside the cell where the capture reaction took place
[1, 2]. Hence, BNCT effectiveness depends on the ability to selectively convey
a higher quantity of 10B in the neoplastic cells than in the healthy ones, thus
leading to a greater number of capture reactions inside the tumour. Therefore,
is extremely important to correctly estimate the 10B concentration in tumour
and healthy tissue to be able to evaluate a correct dose to the neoplastic cells
while minimizing the dose to the normal ones.
BNCT treatment is able to selectively destroy malignant cells and as such
could be in many cases more advantageous than other conventional and non-
conventional treatments. To exploit its selectivity and further develop its clini-
cal application the boronated compound administered to patients must be able
to correctly target tumour cells. Moreover, since the major component of the
dose delivered to the tumour comes from the 10B neutron capture reaction, it
is of great importance to be able to correctly estimate the concentration and
the distribution of 10B in the patient at the irradiation time.
The most important characteristics to take into account to have a good per-
forming estimation method are the possibility to be as noninvasive as possible,
to be able to perform in-vivo measurements in the patient and to be able to
obtain the results within a time frame that allows to make clinical decisions
to keep or optimize the treatment plan for the patient.
To such purpose many different methods of estimating the 10B concentration
have been developed and used in BNCT preclinical and/or clinical applications
[3].

1.2 Current Methods for Boron Concentration

Measurement in BNCT

The methods for the boron concentration measurement described in the fol-
lowing sections can be divided in two groups because they are either used to
measure the 10B concentration of samples or in-vivo. Therefore the first sec-
tions describe the techniques used on samples while the last sections take into
consideration the methods that can be applied in-vivo.

1.2.1 Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy

Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICPS-AES) also
called Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICPS-OES)
is an emission spectroscopy. ICPS exploits the energy emitted by the excited
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1.2. Current Methods for Boron Concentration Measurement in BNCT

elements in returning to their ground states, where the atoms are excited by
means of an inductively coupled plasma. The emitted wavelengths can be de-
tected and used to find out the elemental composition of the sample, moreover
the intensities of the wavelengths can be determined and used to quantify the
elemental composition by comparison to a standard reference.
Another application of the Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy is the
ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectroscopy) which is a type of
mass spectroscopy commonly used for it’s high sensitivity for metals and some
non metals thus making possible to determine them at concentrations below
one part in 1012. ICP-MS is also capable of distinguishing between isotopes
of the same element thus making it a powerful tool to quantify separately the
two stable isotopes of boron 10B and 11B
ICP-MS is one of the largely employed methods for boron estimation in serum,
plasma, urine, saline, water and tissue.
Nonetheless ICP-MS has drawbacks due to some characteristics of elements
such as boron, for example its tendency to absorb into glass thus requiring a
validated procedure for sample preparation.
Once the sample is correctly prepared the ICP-MS is often preferred to ICP-
OES, its advantages are a higher sensitivity, lower detection limit, i.e. 1 ppb to
3 ppb for biological materials and 0.5 ppb for human serum [4, 5, 6]. Moreover
the simultaneous measurement of 10B and 11B ratio and total boron concen-
tration in sample can be achieved, this is very important for biological boron
tracer studies. Furthermore there is no need for the sample to be irradiated
so it’s free from the availability of a neutron source. The disadvantage of this
method is that is destructive so it can not be used for an imaging of the boron
distribution.
In 2001 Laakso et al.[7] compared ICP-MS and ICP-OES finding a strong cor-
relation between the results and thus establishing that ICP-OES is a feasible
method for BNCT because of its accuracy and high speed for boron determi-
nation.
ICP-OES has been employed for B concentration measurement in blood for
patients [7, 8, 9, 10].

1.2.2 Neutron Capture Radiography

Neutron Capture Radiography (NCR) is a technique that gives a qualitative
visualization of the boron distribution but can also be combined with other
techniques to provide a quantitative evaluation of the boron concentration,
for example in combination with a densitometric analysis. Moreover the 10B
concentration can be measured and spatially correlated with the stained tissue
section by means of the spectroscopy of the charged particles emitted during
the boron neutron capture reaction [3].
The procedure of NCR begins by cutting three adjacent tissue slices of 0.5 cm2

from the same sample which was cryofixed using liquid nitrogen. The fixing
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1. Introduction

step allows to stop the 10B carrier distribution and “photograph” the boron
concentration in the tissues.
The first of the three samples are deposited on a Mylar disk to be used for
charged particle spectroscopy [11], the second one is deposited on a glass plate
for histological analysis by standard hematoxilin-eosin staining, (this sample
is usually used to find out the percentage of tumour cells and healthy tissue),
the third sample is deposited on a solid state nuclear track detector (SSTD)
for imaging of the macroscopic boron distribution. The third tissue sample
is then exposed to thermal neutrons thus giving start to the neutron capture
reaction by 10B and the α particles and the 7Li-nuclei produced during the
irradiation damage the nuclear detection film making it possible to see the
tracks on the detector after a chemical etching in a dilute NaOH solution [12].
The macroscopic boron distribution in the sample is directly inferred from the
tracks distribution in the detector. Last step is to superimposed the histolog-
ical image and the map of the boron distribution, as showed in Fig.1.2.

The first sample that was deposited on a Mylar disk is placed in front of a

Figure 1.2: Histology (a) and neutron capture radiography (b) of a liver sample
from a patient with liver metastases of colorectal adenocarcinoma after infusion
of BPA [3].

silicon state detector in a vacuum container and irradiated with thermal neu-
trons thus inducing a neutron capture reaction in the 10B and consequently
emitting α particles and 7Li-nuclei that reach the Si detector and are regis-
tered and counted. The energy distribution spectra recorded from the emitted
particles is used to have a quantitative measurement of the boron concentra-
tion by means of equation 1.2.

10B(ppm) = K
C

ησφS

∆E

∆(ρx)
(1.2)

In equation 1.2 K is the normalization constant, C represents the experimen-
tal counts in the energy range ∆E, η is the geometrical efficiency, σ is the
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1.2. Current Methods for Boron Concentration Measurement in BNCT

cross section of the boron neutron capture reaction, φ is the thermal neutron
flux and ∆(ρx) represents the tissue thickness where the alpha particles are
produced and is calculated using their mass stopping power in tissue.
This method has an experimental error of ±10% and its lower detection limit
is of 0.5 ppm due to the boron background concentration in tissue.
The advantage of this method is the ability to measure the boron concentration
as well as to have an image of its distribution in a tissue slice thus correlating
the macroscopic spatial information to the histology of the tissue. NCR has
some drawbacks due to the impossibility of analyzing liquid samples due to the
need of a vacuum, furthermore the technique needs a dedicated neutron source
separated from the therapeutical beam and as such is difficult to employ in a
clinical facility.

1.2.3 High Resolution Alpha Autoradiography

In 1956 Edwards[13] reported the first attempts at imaging the boron distri-
bution in a sample by means of a neutron induced nuclear reaction. Solares
at al.[14, 15] and Yam et al. [16] were later able to use a variant of Edwards’
approach to reach cellular level spatial resolution. The technique is fundamen-
tally based on the 10B neutron capture reaction described at the beginning of
this chapter.
The ability of mapping these particles implies the possibility to find the dis-
tribution of boron in the sample. To such purpose the technique exploits the
ability of the produced particles to interact with some solid state track de-
tectors like Lexan films thus leaving tracks on it that can be used to find the
boron distribution in the sample.
The procedure consist in removing and freezing tissue samples after the boron
carrier administration and subsequently cutting 2 µm thick slices of the frozen
sample and mounting them on Ixan and Lexan films on top of a quartz glass
slide.The system thus created is irradiated with thermal neutrons. After the
irradiation the samples is histologically stained and the quartz glass is moved
next to sample thus exposing the Lexan films that, as previously said, have
now tracks on them due to the interaction of the α particles and the 7Li-nuclei
produced during the irradiation of 10B.
To be able to see the tracks the films are chemically etched and the Ixan film
acts as a barrier to protect the sample during the etching process. In the end
the sample system is studied with a microscope, acquiring microphotographs
of the tracks superimposed on the stained sample (an example is shown in
Fig.1.3).
The system has to be calibrated but once it has been done the track density
can be related to absolute boron concentration in the tissue thus providing a
quantitative analysis of the boron concentration.
This technique has very good quantitative results that can be superimposed

on the image to have also a qualitative assessment of the boron concentration
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: Two µm thick High Resolution Autoradiography of a murine brain
tumour section. (a) Original image after low-pass filtering, (b) Particle track
image, (c) Original image, (d) Superimposition of image (a) and the fully
extracted and enhanced particle track image [17].

but it is very complex to apply and quite time consuming, and thus it is not
possible to use it during clinical patient treatments.

1.2.4 Charged Particle Spectrometry

Charged particle spectrometry (or α spectrometry) was developed as a tech-
nique to evaluate the boron concentration in tissue. The main characteristic of
such technique is the ability to quantify the boron content in tumour, healthy
and necrotic tissue [18].
Charged particle spectrometry is based on the spectroscopy of the 10B capture
reaction products such as 7Li and α particles. The charged particles produced
by the 10B capture reaction are collected using a thin silicon detector and their
spectrum is used to calculate the boron concentration in the sample.
The samples are taken from biopsies of treated animals or patients and divided
in 1 cm3 cubes and frozen with liquid nitrogen. These smaller samples are then
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1.2. Current Methods for Boron Concentration Measurement in BNCT

cut in 70 µm thick sections and deposited on a 100 µm thick Mylar disks.
The samples are then positioned in a rotating holder, a cap is positioned on
the top of the sample housings, the cap has holes of diameter 0.4 cm that act
as collimators. The holder is then screwed to the chamber where a thin silicon
detector is fixed as can be seen in Fig.1.4.
The chamber is then connected to a pump to keep the setup under vacuum.
The whole system is then irradiated with neutrons and the spectra are ac-
quired.
The obtained spectra are characterized by Gaussian peaks corresponding to

Figure 1.4: Setup of the charged particle spectrometry system where the Mylar
disk with the sample is positioned in front of a thin silicon detector [18].

α-particles and Li ions produced by the 10B neutron capture reaction. The
thin silicon detector is able to separate the two peaks due to alpha particles
but not the peaks due to the lithium ions since its energy resolution is 2.5%.
Therefore the α particles are chosen as reference to calculate the 10B concen-
tration in the sample.
To consider only the α particles an energy interval ∆E from 1100 keV to 1350
keV is chosen. The integral of the histogram in ∆E corresponds to N, the
number of α particles that left the tissue sample, and thus can be directly
connected to the boron concentration in the tissue.
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1. Introduction

If K is the number of events that took place in a time interval ∆t and per ∆E
(see Eq.1.3) then we can find the nuclear boron density in the sample from
Eq.1.4.

K =
N

∆E ·∆t
(1.3)

n =
K

η · σ · φ · S
∆E

∆x
(1.4)

In Eq.1.4 K is the value measured from the experiment, η is the measurement
efficiency, σ is the microscopic cross section of the boron neutron capture re-
action, φ is the thermal neutron flux, S is the surface of the sample while ∆x
is the sample thickness.
Finally the boron concentration in the sample is given as the 10B mass in the
sample volume over the tissue mass in the sample volume (mB/mt) and can be
calculated using Eq. 1.5, where NA is the Avogadro number and Aw is the
atomic weight of boron.

mB

mt

=
K

η · σ · φ · S
· ∆E

∆(ρx)
· Aw
NA

(1.5)

The error associated with this procedure is about 20% mostly due to the lim-
ited precision of the sample thickness ∆x.
Main advantage of this technique is the possibility to measure macroscopic
sample and to separate the boron concentration values for tumour cells, healthy
and necrotic tissues. Moreover it is possible to couple α spectrometry with
neutron autoradiography and histology to have also an image of the boron dis-
tribution but this procedure is very complex and time consuming. Furthermore
to perform an α spectrometry the sample must be obtained from a biopsy after
boron administration. For these reasons it is difficult to use α spectrometry in
clinical BNCT treatments.

1.2.5 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
can be used to detect boron and moreover they can detect both 10B and 11B
nuclei. NMR is a quantitative method where the signal is proportional to the
amount of nuclei detected in the sample[19]. Also MRI can be used as a quan-
titative method. Since the image intensity is proportional to the amount of
nuclei in each voxel it is possible to compare the image to a reference sample
and thus quantify the boron concentration from the MRI image.
The procedure for NMR consists in placing a sample (or patient) in a magnetic
field and then altering the equilibrium of the sample particles’ spins by means
of a properly tuned radio-frequency coil (RF). The particles’ spins will then
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1.2. Current Methods for Boron Concentration Measurement in BNCT

go back to their equilibrium emitting signals at their characteristic resonance
frequencies. The RF delivers energies in short pulses of the order of 10−3 to
10−6 s, the energy range is such as to be absorbed by the nuclear spins because
it matches the gaps in energy levels corresponding to different spin states.
The signals emitted during the spins return to equilibrium, once the RF has
been turned off, can be detected and analyzed both to create a spectrum or
an image.
After the pulse, the signals from each spin have the same phase and the to-
tal signal is detectable. The return to equilibrium follows an exponential law
characterized by a time constant T1 called spin-lattice relaxation time. This
constant is short for 10B and 11B used for BNCT, therefore it allows to repeat
many signal excitations in high rate, thus making it possible to have many
independent inputs to create images with a good signal to noise ratio.
While returning to equilibrium there is also an exponential loss of coherence
ruled by the time constant T2 called spin-spin relaxation time which is also
very short for 10B and 11B especially in tissue. To avoid losing part of the
signal the inevitable technical delay between signal excitation and detection
must be shorter than T2. Since for boron the spin-spin relaxation time is very
short part of the signal could be lost thus decreasing the signal to noise ratio
and creating difficulties in the correct quantification of boron in the sample.
NMR and MRI, as previously said, are quantitative method but there is a
setback in their use for boron quantification for BNCT. The T2 connection to
the correct quantification of boron and its dependance on molecular mobility
makes it possible to use these techniques only in liquid or liquid-like samples
thus creating problems for in-vivo experiments.
The main application of BNCT-MRI would be for the real time monitoring of
the boronated compound administered to the patient before the neutron irra-
diation. Although the BNCT-MRI technique has not been used on patients
during BNCT treatment [20], many promising results have been obtained when
the technique has been applied on small animals [21, 22].

1.2.6 Positron Emission Tomography

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a diagnostic modality that allows the
physician to monitor the biological processes inside the patient body. PET is
a technique based on the use of a positron emitting radio-tracer linked to a
labeled molecule able to target specific types of cells, i.e. tumours [23].
PET in BNCT can be exploited by linking the radio-tracer to the boronated
drug used for therapy thus helping to answer one of the most important ques-
tions in BNCT that is the correct assessment of the ratio of concentrations
between boronated drug into tumours and surrounding normal tissues.
The radio-tracer emits 511 keV gamma rays that are collected by a ring of
detectors positioned around the patient, the signal is then corrected for self
attenuation, spurious events and scanner efficiency calibration yielding in the
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1. Introduction

end to a quantitative measurement of the radio-tracer distribution present in
the scanned Field of View (FOV). The acquired data can then be displayed as
a 2D or 3D image. BNCT-PET images serve as in-vivo analogues of autora-
diographes.
To quantify the radio-tracer distribution many methods have been developed
and validated such ad Standardized Uptake Value for semi-quantitative mea-
surements, Multiple Time Graphical Analysis and full Compartmental Models.
Compartmental modeling is based on the conservation of matter through dif-
ferent compartments such as vascular system, tissues and intracellular space
thus the fate of the radio-tracer in the patient body can be described in math-
ematical form by means of differential equations. A typical compartmental
model has three or four compartments and it describes the transport of the
tracer.
Imahori et al.[24, 25] amd Kabalka et al.[26] studied and validated the in vivo
pharmacokinetics of Fluorine-18-Boronophenylalanine-Fructose (L-18F-BPA).
Both groups concluded that the concentration of boron in the tumoural tissue
gained by PET imaging was close enough with the measurement done directly
in surgical specimens.
Main advantage of the PET method is the possibility to quantitatively mea-
sure the boron tumour/healthy ratio thus personalizing the therapy for each
single patient and achieving a better therapeutic effect.
Nonetheless PET imaging for BNCT has some drawbacks due to the neces-
sity to link the radioactive label to each boron carrier, to date this has been
successfully done just for BPA. Moreover the PET imaging can not be per-
formed during the treatment and as such gives information only on the boron
concentration and not directly on the dose given to the tumour. Moreover
the amount of L-18F-BPA administered to the patient for the PET exam is
much lower than the therapeutic amount of BPA usually employed in patients
thus creating some uncertainty in the estimation of the Boron dose when using
BNCT-PET.

1.2.7 Prompt-Gamma Ray Spectroscopy

Prompt Gamma Ray Spectroscopy (PGS) is based on the possibility to detect
the 478 keV gamma rays emitted by the 10B capture reaction in the 94% of the
cases (see Eq. 1.1). The gamma emission is proportional to the reaction rate
of the boron capture reaction and as such is linked to the boron concentration
[27, 28]. PGS can be used as non invasive method to measure the boron con-
centration during the treatment.
To be able to detect the 478 keV gamma ray a detector with high energy res-
olution is needed. Such detector can be used to also monitor the 2.223 MeV
gamma emitted by the Hydrogen capture reaction which gives information on
the thermal neutron fluencies.
In PGS the line due to the boron capture reaction must be compared to refer-
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ence samples to be able to correctly estimate the boron concentration.
PGS, for samples down to 1 ppm, allows a fast measurement of about 5 min
per sample with a 0.5ppm standard deviation and it is not destructive for the
analised samples of blood, tissue and urine.
Another interesting fact is that the PGS facility can be automatised completely
and such can be exploited all day long for the sample measurements, an ex-
ample of a PGS configuration can be seen in Fig.1.5.
The drawbacks of this technique can be summarized in the necessity to use

Figure 1.5: Side view of the PGS configuration, called The Gamma-Ray Tele-
scope, installed at the BNCT facility in Petten, The Netherlands [29].

relatively large samples and the impossibility to study inhomogeneities that
can happen in the boron distribution in the sample and which can be relevant
for BNCT treatment.

1.3 New Perspectives: SPECT for BNCT

To prepare a treatment plan for a patient undergoing BNCT the clinical
dosimetry needs to take into account the boron concentration and distribu-
tion inside the tumour as well as the neutron flux.
The neutron flux used to irradiate the tumour is measured with a method that
relies on the activation of foils which takes from 15 to 30 minutes and as such
can not be used on-line during the patient treatment.
The measurement of the boron concentration can be done with one of the
methods previously described or a combination of them. Although the estima-
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tion made by such methods are currently used in therapeutic BNCT they are
not personalised for each patient and moreover are not on-line but have to be
performed before and/or after the treatment. To improve BNCT efficacy it is
fundamental to have a tool that is tailored on each patient and can be reliable
to estimate the dose not just from the blood but directly in the tumour.
In 2000 Kobayashi et al. [30] proposed a Prompt Gamma-Single Photon Emis-
sion Computed Tomography (PG-SPECT) to measure the 10B dose distribu-
tion during BNCT treatment.
The PG-SPECT system is based on the possibility to detect the 478 keV pho-
ton emitted in the 94% of the cases during the boron capture reaction as shown
in Eq.1.1

These gammas emitted during the reaction can be directly linked to the
boron concentration and the neutron flux on the tumour since the number of
gammas emitted per second is directly proportional to the 10B reaction rates
due to the neutron capture, and thus PG-SPECT is a clever tool for BNCT
on-line dosimetry.
Eq.1.6 shows that the dose D due to 10B capture reactions is proportional to
the local concentration of 10B (nB) and to the thermal neutron flux φ, thus
the measurement of the number of 0.478 MeV gamma ray would allow a di-
rect estimation of the delivered dose in the tumour avoiding the difficulty of
measuring 10B concentration and neutron flux as separated quantities.

D ∝
∫
nBσφdV (1.6)

Moreover using a SPECT technique opens the possibility to acquire an image
of the boron capture reaction spatial distribution in the patient which would
give both a qualitative information and a quantitative one of the spatial dose
distribution due to the boron capture reaction.

1.4 Rationale for SPECT imaging

SPECT is an imaging technique based on the use of a labelled radioisotope
such as 99mTc which will be tailored on the target and will emit a single gamma
ray per nuclear disintegration. The radioisotope is commonly attached to a
physiologically active agent that can be used to identify specific functions or
abnormalities, thus SPECT imaging gives an understanding of the physiolog-
ical functions of the body. The monoenergetic gamma rays emitted by the
radioisotope are acquired by an array of detectors that can be rotated around
the patient. The acquired data is used to reconstruct a 2D or 3D image of the
radioisotope distribution in the patient. The final result is a map of the spa-
tial distribution of the radioisotope and therefore an image of the physiological
distribution of the targeted functions or abnormalities [31].
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The SPECT system can be implemented as a limited-angle (or longitudinal)
imaging or as a transaxial (or transverse section) imaging. In the first case the
angular range of detection is limited by the patient anatomy thus leading to
blurred information in the images and to the necessity of deblurring methods
such as deconvolution or iterative reconstruction techniques. The obtained im-
ages are parallel to the detector face and give mainly a qualitative information
due to the problems of the limited angular view, therefore this technique was
gradually replaced by transaxial imaging. In this last method the detectors
rotate around the body or are placed in a ring to achieve 360◦ sampling. The
reconstructed images lay in a plane orthogonal to the detector face. The two
methods are represented in Fig.1.6 and differ mostly on the density of the data
that can be gathered thus requiring different image reconstruction techniques.

Figure 1.6: Orientation of the imaging planes in longitudinal (a) and transaxial
(b) SPECT [32].

Transaxial imaging is the most common method used for SPECT, each pro-
jection in position x′ and at angle θ g(x′, θ) can be obtained by an attenuated
Radon transform (1.7) where f(x, y) is the two dimensional distribution of the
radioactivity, µ(u, v) is the two dimensional distribution of the linear attenu-
ation coefficients and the integrals are intended over s along the whole length
of the line of response (LOR) and over l along the LOR from each (x,y) in the
object to the detector, and thus taking into account the photon attenuation.
The process of the Radon transform for one slice can be seen in Fig.1.7.

g(x′, θ) =

∫
f(x, y)e−

∫
µ(u,v)dlds (1.7)

The 1D profiles obtained with the Radon transform can be displayed as a
function of the rotation angle, this graph is called a sinogram as shown in
Fig.1.8. The sinogram is then used to reconstruct the SPECT image.
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Figure 1.7: Image profile of radioactivity for a single transaxial slice of an
object with two radiotracer deposition areas [32].

Figure 1.8: sinogram plot from a set of 1D profiles [32]

1.4.1 Reconstruction Algorithms

The choice of the image reconstruction algorithm is a fundamental one for
the SPECT system. The most commonly used algorithms are filtered back-
projection (FBP) and iterative algorithms such as maximum likelihood expec-
tation maximization (MLEM).
At first the projection data expressed by equation Eq.1.7 is acquired by the
measurement system. Fig.1.9 shows a discrete projection of a 3x3 image ac-
quired at two angles. The result is a 2x3 sinogram where the rows correspond
to the projection angles and the columns are the three point of measurement
on the detector.
The backprojection method aims to reconstruct an image b(x, y) from the
integral of g(x′, θ) along dθ as expressed by equation 1.8. Fig.1.10 shows a
simplified example of the backprojection.

b(x, y) =

∫
g(x′, θ)dθ (1.8)
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1.4. Rationale for SPECT imaging

Figure 1.9: Principle of projection for one 3x3 slice at angle 0◦ and 90◦. The
value in each bin is the sum of values of the pixels that project onto that bin.
Result of the projection is a sinogram with 2 rows, whose values are (g3, g2, g1)
and (g4, g5, g6) [33].

Figure 1.10: Principle of backprojection for a 2x3 sinogram. The value in each
pixel is the sum of values of the bins that can receive photons from that pixel
at each angle and it’s divided by the number of rows of the sinogram [33].

Different images could have the same projections if they are acquired with
a small set of angles thus to perfectly reconstruct an image an infinite number
of projection would be required. Moreover if the number of acquired angles is
smaller than the matrix size a star artefact can be seen in the reconstructed
image. To reduce the artefact presence it is important to have a high number
of projection as shown in Fig.1.11. Moreover an important step of the recon-
struction algorithms is the possibility to apply some filters to the image. In the
case of FBP the ramp filter is part of inverse Radon transform. Each image
can be divided into several frequency components using the Fourier Transform,
then each frequency could be weighted differently and in the end they could
be all added together to build once again the original image. The filtering can
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Figure 1.11: Backprojection algorithm and star artifacts. A: image used to
create projections. B to G: 1, 3, 4, 16, 32 and 64 projections equally distributed
in 2Π [33].

improve the image reconstruction, for example lowering the weight of the low
frequencies which usually tend to blur the image or reducing the amplitude of
the low frequencies which can conduct to an image with better edges definition.
Moreover noise predominates in the high frequencies thus making it useful to
apply a filter able to decrease both the low and high frequency contribution.
In FBP usually the filtering step is applied on each line of the sinogram and
then the backprojection is applied.
Fig.1.12 shows the most commonly used filters in FBP.
FBP is very efficient from a computational point of view but it is based on

Figure 1.12: Filters commonly used in FBP [33].

the assumption that the projections are perfectly representative of the object
which is not true due to attenuation of the photons in the patient and the
decreasing spatial resolution as the patient-collimator distance increases. To
improve the reconstruction in SPECT imaging it is possible to use iterative
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1.4. Rationale for SPECT imaging

methods. Although these algorithms are less computational efficient they take
into account the initial activity distribution in the patient thus achieving a
better image quality.
Iterative reconstruction algorithms aim to find the vector f to solve g = Af ,
where A is the system matrix, to do so the iterative approach is used by making
a first estimation which will be compared to the projections. The comparison
result will then be used to modify the estimation thus creating a new one.
Various algorithms use different comparison parameters and unique ways to
modify the first estimate.
The first step of each iterative algorithm is to make a first estimate, for exam-
ple initializing the image to 0 or 1 or even by using the mean pixel count as a
parameter for all the pixels, then the chosen comparison method is applied.
The most commonly used iterative algorithm in SPECT is the MLEM algo-
rithm where g is the vector of values of the sinogram, A is a matrix and f is
the unknown vector representing the image reconstruction.
The algorithm assumes that the raw data g representing the radioactive dis-
integrations follows the Poisson distribution, as such there is not a singular
solution f corresponding to a unique measurement g. The aim of the MLEM
algorithm is to find f which, with the highest likelihood, represents the mean
number of radioactive disintegrations in the image that can produce sinogram
g.
The algorithms exploits the Poisson law and it is divided in two steps, the first
creates the formula of the likelihood of any f reconstructed image (estimation
step) and the second is the maximization step which looks for the image with
the highest likelihood to correctly estimate g. Eq.1.9 was developed by Lange
and Carson and represents the MLEM algorithm [34].

f
(k+1)

j =
f

(k)

j∑n
i=1 aij

n∑
i=1

aij · gi∑m
j′=1 aij′f

(k)

j′

Ri =
gi∑m

j′=1 aij′f
(k)

j′

(1.9)

The ratio between the current estimation of the counts and the mean measured
counts in bin i is represented by Ri and the backprojection of such ratio for
pixel j is

∑n
i=1 Ri · aij. Eq.1.9 must be applied pixel by pixel but can also give

an interpretation of the process for the whole image by means of Eq.1.10 [33].

Image(k+1) = Image(k) · Norm. BP of
( Measured projections

Projections of image(k)

)
(1.10)

Both FBP and MLEM algorithms are widely applied for SPECT image recon-
struction. As previously said the first is faster than the MLEM algorithm and
computational efficient though the image quality could be lower. A comparison
of the two methods can be seen in Figure 1.13 and an image reconstruction
comparison can bee seen in Fig. 1.14.
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Figure 1.13: Flowcharts for FBP (a) and MLEM (b) algorithms [32].

Figure 1.14: Comparison of FBP and MLEM algortihms in a Monte Carlo
simulation [35].

1.4.2 Hardware development for SPECT

SPECT systems are usually developed using one or more gamma-camera heads
on a rotating gantry. This detectors need to be electronically and mechani-
cally stable and have a very good uniformity and spatial linearity. Usually the
gamma-cameras are based on inorganic scintillators such as NaI(Tl) and are
used with a set of collimators that are changed based on the imaging purpose.
The system as such is also shielded with lead and the photomultiplier tubes
must be shielded from any possible influence of magnetic fields which could
change the trajectories of the electrons, therefore the whole system has a con-
siderable weight and needs to be rotated carefully and precisely thus requiring
a state of the art mechanical and computer system.
Since solid state detectors have interesting properties such as an higher energy
resolution than scintillators they have been studied to be used as gamma cam-
eras [36].
Moreover solid state detectors are more compact and thus weight less and
they don’t need to be shielded for possible magnetic fields, as such they can be
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1.4. Rationale for SPECT imaging

used to reduce the limitations due to the weight of the system. Some special-
purpose SPECT system have been studied using solid state detectors such as
the BNCT-SPECT systems.
The properties of solid state detectors will be further discussed in the following
chapters.
To achieve the best possible image quality the hardware development and ro-
tation is fundamental and some parameters has to be taken into account, such
as the geometry of the collimator, the radius of rotation of the gantry and
the number and range of the angular views which are also connected to the
duration of the SPECT scan and the administered activity of the radio-tracer.
Moreover the pixel size of the projections and the reconstructed image are
fundamental.
Usually the collimator choice is strictly connected to the radionuclide used and
the purpose of the SPECT system, e.g. the low energy high resolution (LEHR)
collimator is recommended for a high count-rate study.
Another important parameter is the radius of rotation of the cameras, which
is also dependent on the collimator type and length since it is defined as the
distance between the outer surface of the collimator and the axes of rota-
tion. To improve the imaging performances the radius of rotation should be
the minimum possible value taking into account patient size and hardware re-
quirements.
SPECT systems can be developed as a 180◦ or 360◦ scanning devices, the
first option is more commonly used for cardiac imaging while the second one
has better performances when the imaging interest rests on larger and deeper
seated organs. In both cases it is also important to have a high number of an-
gular steps even though increasing the number of steps diminishes the counts
per view thus leading to the choice between lower counts or higher scanning
time.
It is clear that all the hardware requirements are strictly connected and have to
be taken carefully into account. The studies for state of the art gamma-camera
SPECT system have aimed to achieve a spatial resolution smaller than 10 mm,
to such purpose the focus has been the reduction of the distance between the
camera and the patient.

1.4.3 Spatial Resolution

The spatial resolution is a quantity commonly used to appraise the image qual-
ity of any imaging system.
Spatial resolution represents the accuracy with which an object can be repro-
duced, for example the amount of details that can be seen in the image.
Usually the assessment of this quantity is made using high doses of X or gamma
rays to lower the noise influence on the image.
The spatial resolution is dependent of the pixel size used for the imaging sys-
tem since that is the theoretical limit on the smallest image that the system
can resolve, but it is not the only parameter affecting the quality of the recon-
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structed image.
To study the spatial resolution of an imaging system the point spread func-

Figure 1.15: On the left: Input point source. On the right: response of the
imaging system, PSF function [37].

tion (PSF) is commonly used. PSF is also called impulse response function
and it consists in the study of the response of the system when a point source
is used. Fig.1.15 shows an example of a PSF function obtained after sending
to the imaging system an input obtained by a point source, the full width half
maximum (FWHM) of the PSF function is the quantity most often used to
describe the spatial resolution. The input source has an infinitely small diam-
eter thus the ideal response of the system should be an equally small FWHM
of the PSF. Since the real system has some physical constraints the FWHM
shows the limits of the imaging system and as such its spatial resolution.
In a SPECT system the image spatial resolution is about 7 mm [38].

1.5 Current applications of SPECT for BNCT

SPECT imaging has become an important research field in BNCT in the last
30 years. As previously discussed a BNCT-SPECT system would be based on
the possibility to detect the 478 keV photon emitted in the 94% of the cases
during the boron capture reaction (see Eq. 1.1)
The gamma emitted during the reaction can be detected and used for a SPECT
imaging from which a measure of the 10B dose distribution can be obtained,
giving both a qualitative information and a quantitative one.
Kobayashi et al. [30], Murata et al. [39] and Valda et al. [40, 41] have studied
the feasibility of a BNCT-SPECT and found a set of minimum requirements
that should be met to obtain a state of the art specific imaging system.
Murata et al. reported the main difficulties that stand on the path of a high
performance BNCT-SPECT system. The presence of hydrogen in the human
body gives way to the 1H(n, γ)2H reaction from which a 2223 keV gamma-ray
is emitted thus creating a high background. Moreover the detector operates
in a mixed background field of neutrons and gammas due to the nature of the
neutron source thus it needs to be shielded to avoid radiation damage and to
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suppress the gamma signals not coming from the patient. Furthermore the
1H(n, γ)2H gamma rays and the ones coming from the irradiation field could
interact in the detector shielding or on the collimation system producing an-
nihilation gammas which energy is close to the 478 keV gamma ray of interest
making the background reduction quite important.
Such problems set some parameters that should be taken into account when
working on a BNCT-SPECT system:

1. The detection time must be set under 30 minutes

2. The statistical accuracy of the measurements should be at least few per-
cent (at least 1000 counts per detector)

3. The detector must have a high energy resolution and efficiency at 478
keV thus suppressing the 2223 keV peak

4. The spatial resolution should be around 2 mm

A similar study has been carried out by Kobayashi et al. reaching some sim-
ilar results. They also considered a measuring time of 30 minutes but they
accepted a statistical error of about 10%, corresponding to 100 counts per
detector. To be able to have such statistical error they calculated a required
thermal neutron flux on the sample of 5 · 108 n cm−2 s−1 with a minimum
10B concentration of 10 ppm, leading to a minimum 478 keV gamma yield of
1.1 · 106n/s. Moreover they set a minimum voxel size of 1x1x1 cm3.
Valda et al. studied the possibility to use a SPECT system in an accelerator
based BNCT facility (A-BNCT). They took into account that the measured
dose delivered to a brain tumour during A-BNCT treatment is 40 RBE-Gy
which, considering the mean energy per capture reaction, would correspond to
2 · 109 photons cm−3. This result does not take into account the attenuation
due to the soft tissue which would amount to the 37% of the photons. They
also considered that the statistical fluctuation of the results should be less than
10%. Moreover they considered a tumour size of 1 cm3 thus obtaining that 5
arrays of LaCl3(Ce) detectors, with their collimation systems, should be em-
ployed at 4 different angles to obtain a statistically good image reconstruction
at mid-time during the treatment.
To build a proficient BNCT-SPECT system such constraints should be taken
into account. In fact using the previously studied parameters Minsky et al.
were able to reconstruct the first tomographic image of the neutron capture
rate in a BNCT facility [42].
The choice of the detector is also fundamental. Kobayashi et al. studied a
high-purity Germanium detector (HPGe) and a Cadmium-Telluride detector
(CdTe), the characteristics of the two semiconductor devices can be seen in
Table.1.1. HPGe detectors have an energy resolution and efficiency that is
sufficient for the BNCT-SPECT system requirements but they need a large
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Material Working T
(K)

Atomic
Number

Density
(g/cm3)

Energy
gap
(eV )

Electron
mobility
(cm2/V · s)

Hole
mobility
(cm2/V · s)

Ge 77 32 5.33 0.74 3900 1900
CdTe 300 48-52 6.21 1.47 1050 80

Table 1.1: Characteristics of HPGe and CdTe semiconductors

effective volume and cooling with liquid nitrogen thus being quite bulky and
less advantageous for an on-line dosimetry application. CdTe detectors have
a larger band gap thus being employable at room temperature and their size
is quite smaller and therefore easier to use in a treatment room. Even though
the efficiency of the CdTe detectors is not as high as the HPGe detector.
Murata et al. also studied the feasibility of a system based on CdTe semicon-
ductor detectors simulating crystals with different dimensions and concluded
that the best option is to use a thick crystal that allows for the best detection
efficiency for the 478 keV peak while keeping the same efficiency for the 2223
keV peak.
The results seem to suggest the use of a thick CdTe or CdZnTe detector as
the base element for a BNCT-SPECT imaging system. In this thesis we chose
to study a CZT detector due to its ability to work at room temperature. We
studied the detector from both a computational and an experimental point of
view to establish its feasibility.
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Chapter 2
Properties of a CdZnTe detector

2.1 Introduction to semiconductor detectors

Semiconductor detectors have been the focus of many studies in the last years.
They are of interest in many fields mostly as an alternative to commonly used
gas detectors and scintillators. Semiconductor detectors offer the possibility
to have a compact system with high energy resolution and imaging qualities.
Traditionally the semiconductors used for radiation detection were silicon and
germanium but more recently the studies have shifted on new compound semi-
conductors that are composed of elements from groups III and V, e.g GaAs, or
from group II and VI, e.g. CdTe, of the periodic table. Table 2.1 shows some
properties of the most common semiconductor detectors.
Our focus lays on the compounds from groups II and VI which generally have

a wide band gap, compared to Si and Ge, thus being able to work at room
temperature. Furthermore their high atomic number and density ensures a
high detection efficiency.
In all semiconductor detectors the photon interaction inside the material re-
leases energy converted into electron-hole pairs that are collected using an
external electric field. The drift of the electron-hole pairs toward respectively
the anode and the cathode induces the electronic output signal.
The photon interaction in the material is characterized by three main processes.
Photoelectric absorption is the most interesting for spectroscopy because the
photon releases all its energy to an atomic electron that induces a signal pro-
portional to the initial gamma energy. Photoelectric effect has an interaction
cross-section that increases as the atomic number of the material as Z4 − Z5,
therefore semiconductors with a high atomic number are preferable for spec-
troscopic purposes.
Compton scattering is another process due to the interaction of photons in
the matter and consist in the transfer of part of the initial gamma energy to
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Material Ge Si GaAs CdTe Cd0.9Zn0.1Te HgI2

Atomic
Number

32 14 31,33 48,52 48,30,52 80,53

Density
g/cm3

5.33 2.33 5.32 6.20 5.78 6.4

Band
Gap eV

0.67 1.12 1.43 1.44 1.57 2.13

Pair creation
Energy eV

2.96 3.62 4.2 4.43 4.6 4.2

Resistivity
Ω cm

50 104 107 109 1010 1013

Electrons mobility
cm2/V

> 1 > 1 10−5 10−3 10−3 − 10−2 10−4

Holes mobility
cm2/V

> 1 ∼ 1 10−6 10−4 10−5 10−5

Table 2.1: Properties of the principal semiconductor detectors on the market
[43].

an atomic electron while the scattered photon has the remaining energy. This
process depends from the material atomic number as Z.
The last possible process is pair production which depends from the material
atomic number with a Z2 proportionality and is typical of high energy pho-
tons, i.e. with energy above 1.02 MeV, the threshold energy a photon needs
to interact with the coulombian field to produce an electron-positron pair.
Fig.2.1 shows the linear attenuation coefficient for some semiconductor detec-
tors compared to the values for a typical NaI scintillator detector commonly
used for spectroscopic purposes.
Silicon detectors have a lower linear attenuation coefficient for all the pro-
cesses. Germanium detectors have a lower coefficient for the energies where
photoelectric effect is dominant while for higher energies the performances are
comparable to the other detectors. For CdZnTe detectors it is possible to see
that for energies lower than 200-300 keV the photoelectric effect is dominant,
for energies between 200-300 keV and 1-2 MeV the dominant component is the
Compton scattering and for higher energies the main process is pair produc-
tion.
If we consider a CdZnTe detector 20 mm thick and we calculate the absorp-
tion efficiency (2.1) for a gamma of 500 keV, i.e. a reference energy close to
the 478 keV peak of our interest, we find that the photoelectric effect has a
14.5% absorption efficiency while for the dominant Compton scattering it is
57%. At such energy we have to take into account that the sensitivity of the
detector will be lower due to the value of the photoelectric absorption efficiency.
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εabs = 1− I
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Figure 2.1: Linear attenuation coefficient for various detectors. Solid line is the
total coefficient. Photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair production
are singularly reported for each detector.

Figure 2.2: Photoelectric and total absorption efficiency as function of CdZnTe
detector thickness.
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2.2 Physics of the electron-hole collection

Usually in scintillator detectors the photon energy is converted in scintilla-
tion photons which in turn are turned into an electronic signal by means of a
photomultiplier. Semiconductor detectors don’t need the photo-multiplication
step, the photon interactions in the material emit electrons which in turn create
electron-hole pairs in the material. The number of pairs created is proportional
to the initial photon energy and their drift towards respectively the anode and
cathode, through and external electric field, induces a variation of charge ∆Q
on the electrodes. ∆Q can be calculated using the Shockley-Ramo theorem
described by Eq.2.2 [44, 45].

∆Q = −q[φ(xf )− φ(xi)] (2.2)

∆Q is the charge induced by a carrier q which moves from an initial point xi
to a final point xf . φ represents the weighting potential namely the potential
measurable in a detector when the anode is set at unit potential while the
cathode is set at zero. In a semiconductor planar detector the weighting po-
tential can be written as φ(x) = x

L
, with 0 6 x

L
6 1, where L is the distance

between the two electrodes and x is the distance between the cathode and the
point of the electron-hole pair production.
If we consider not to be any charge loss during the carriers drift the ∆Q induced
by N elctron-hole pairs can be written as:

∆Q = ∆Qholes + ∆Qe− = −e
[
N

0− x
L
−NL− x

L

]
= N · e (2.3)

N is the number of electron-hole pairs created by the interaction and thus can
be written as N = E

w
, E is the incident photon energy and w is the average

pair creation energy for the detector. The quantity N · e can also be called Q0

or the generated charge cloud.
Nonetheless not all produced electron-hole pairs are collected due to charge
trapping and recombination which are two typical effects in semiconductor de-
tectors. To quantify the influence of these effects the charge collection efficiency
(CCE) is introduced. CCE is given by Hecht equation 2.4 where λh = µhτhE
and similarly λe are the mean drift lenghts of holes and electrones respectively
[46].

CCE =
Q

Q0

=
1

L

[
λh

(
1− e−

x
λh

)
+ λe

(
1− e−

L−x
λe

)]
(2.4)

It is clear that the position of interaction influences the collection efficiency
thus producing a peak broadening in the spectrum. Moreover the mobility of
electrons and holes plays a crucial role in choosing the detector thickness and
energy range. Compound semiconductors are characterized by low mobilities
thus limiting the mean drift ranges of electrons and holes, moreover the trap-
ping is crucial in limiting the transport and it is due for example to impurities
in the material, crystal defects or dislocations. Both factors are taken into
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account in the charge collection efficiency.
One parameter to study the detector performances is the energy resolution
which is also dependent from the CCE via equation 2.5.

∆E =
√

2.3552 · F · E · w + ∆E2
el + ∆E2

coll (2.5)

F is the Fano factor which represents the noise due to statistical fluctuations
of the electric charge production process in a detector. In a CZT detector the
Fano factor is F = 0.089± 0.005 as reported by Redus et al.[47].
∆Eel represents the electric noise while ∆Ecoll is the contribution due to the
charge collection process. The first can be measured using a precision pulser
while the second can be calculated using some semi-empirical models [48].

2.3 Properties of a CdZnTe detector

This thesis focused on CdZnTe detectors for a BNCT-SPECT system exploit-
ing the crystal characteristics.
The 1.57 eV bandgap of this solid state detector not only ensures it to work
at room temperature but also lowers the leakage currents and increases its re-
sistivity. The leakage currents are less than 10 nA at room temperature while
its resistivity is of the order of 1010 Ωcm [49]. Another important advantage
of CZT detectors is that they do not suffer from any polarization effect which
in turn is a drawback from CdTe detectors [50, 51].
Main disadvantage of CZT detectors is the very low value of carriers mobility,
in particular the difference between holes and electrons mobility leads to long
tails in the measured spectra. Fig.2.3 shows the difference between a NaI(Tl)
and a CZT acquired spectra of 99Tc non-collimated source.
Various methods have been studied to reduce the low energy tail and thus to

increase the charge collection efficiency.
Usually a planar CZT detector is used in planar parallel field (PPF), i.e. the
detector is irradiated through the cathode. The mean free path of a photon is
proportional to its energy, therefore a low energy photon, such as those used
in conventional SPECT, would have a low penetration in the detector volume,
the electron-hole production would take place close to the cathode thus favour-
ing the hole collection and lowering the loss of information that gives way to
the low energy tail in the spectra. However the PPF irradiation is not as good
performing for high energy photons that need thicker detectors and have an
increased depth of interaction thus producing an electron-hole pair closer to
the anode [53].
To improve the detection for high energy photons a planar CZT detector can
be used in planar transverse field (PTF) which means that the irradiation takes
place orthogonally to the electric field. Fig.2.4 shows the difference between
the two irradiation setups.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between a NaI(Tl) and a CZT spectra obtained with
a 99Tc source [52].

PTF is versatile for high energy photons because the thickness of the detector
can be chosen accordingly while keeping the distance between the electrodes
fixed as the charge collection properties of the detector.

PPF and PTF are methods based on modifying the irradiation geometry,
other commonly employed methods are based on the analysis of the preampli-
fied signal such as risetime discrimination (RTD) methods.
RTD consists in selecting only the signal due to electrons by discriminating
the preamplifier pulses with short rise time thus leading to a better energy
resolution even though it reduces the sensitivity of the detector.
RTD is not the only electronic method that can be used, bi-parametric analysis
(BP) exploits both the rise time of the signals and the amplitude. It has been
proved that there is a correlation between these two parameters and an incom-
plete charge collection. Thus by recognizing the partial signals it is possible to
reject them and improve the CZT detector performances [55].
Single charge collection detectors are an additional solution to the low hole
mobility. If the electrodes are designed correctly the signal can be obtained by
taking into account only the electron drift, thus making the signal unaffected
by holes trapping.
To such purpose the small pixel effect is exploited, the anodes are to be made
as small as possible this way it is possible to avoid the possible contribution of
hole on the anode and obtain a signal due only to the electrons [56]. Moreover
to enhance this effect conductor surfaces can be added in the detector design,
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Figure 2.4: CZT detector irradiated in a) PPF mode b) PTF mode [54].

a voltage is applied to the conductors to drive the electrons to the anodes; this
approach is called Frisch grid approach [57].
To manage a pixelated detector and to remove the low-frequency background
due to leakage currents a dedicated and advanced electronic is necessary, usu-
ally ASIC boards are used. Even though the detector itself doesn’t need cool-
ing, the electronic system needs to be cooled, mostly to keep the heat from the
detector.

2.4 Energy, timing and spatial resolution

Many studies have been conducted with the aim of exploiting CdTe and CdZnTe
detectors for medical applications. One of the main fields is PET imaging, to
such purpose the time resolution of the detector must be high to be able to
acquire two signals in coincidence, therefore some groups focused on studying
the timing resolution of CZT detectors. Table 2.2 shows some of the results
for different detector sizes.

The results show some differences between detectors due to their thickness

Group CZT Dimensions (mm3) Timing resolution (ns)
Okada et al. [58] 4x4x2 8.5
Amrami et al.[59] 2x2x4 5
Drezet et al.[60] 16x20x0.9 2.6

Bertolucci et al. [61] 2x10x10 20
Vaska et al. [62] 16x5x10 10

Table 2.2: Timing resolution results from various CZT detector studies
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and other studies show the possible timing resolution improvements that can
be achieved by using dedicated electronic readouts, therefore CZT detectors
could be used for PET coincidence measurements. For SPECT imaging the
timing resolution is not fundamental but the spatial and energy resolution have
an important role.
Currently, in SPECT, the main detectors employed are gamma cameras with
a spatial resolution around 3 or 4 mm and an energy resolution of 11% at 140
keV [63]. CdTe and CdZnTe detectors show better performances in both cases.
Pixellated CZT detectors showed an energy resolution of 3% at 140 keV and
an intrinsic spatial resolution smaller than 2.5 mm [64].
Table 2.3 shows a comparison of the properties of different detectors employed
for nuclear medicine applications.
The energy resolution of these CdZnTe detectors is better than that of a NaI

Experiment Detector
Energy reso-
lution (%) at
140 keV

Spatial reso-
lution (mm)

Anger camera
[64]

NaI(Tl) 9.5 mm thick 11 3.5

Digirad 2020tc
ImagerTM [65]

64 CZT modules
(25x25x5 mm3)

4 not reported

NUCAM3 [66]
528 CZT pixel detectors
(8.5x8.5x5 mm3)

4.5 2.1

PEGASE [67]
groups of 16 single CZT
detectors (4x4x6 mm3)

4.7 not reported

Table 2.3: Energy and spatial resolution of some detectors used in nuclear
medicine [43].

detector for a source of 140 keV and the spatial resolution is similar for the two
types of detectors. For a BNCT-SPECT system the source has a higher energy
thus requiring thicker detectors. To have an estimation of the performances
of a CZT detector suitable for BNCT-SPECT we can consider a source of 511
keV. Vaska et al. [62] reported for such source an energy resolution of 2%,
which is an improvement with respect to the lower energy performances.
In regard to the spatial performances of a CZT detector Wagenaar et al. [68]
compared an NaI detector and a CZT detector with a 12 x 20 cm2 Field of
View. They reconstructed the image of a Hoffman brain phantom filled with
110 MBq of 99mTc pertechnetate for both detectors as shown in Fig.2.5. It
is possible to see that the CZT detector has a smaller field of view thus the
image is cut on the edges, but the image resolution is higher.
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2.4. Energy, timing and spatial resolution

Figure 2.5: Hoffman brain phantom comparison between an NaI and CZT
detectors, the hot spot on the far left in the NaI image is from activity spilled
on the fill hole [68].
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Chapter 3
Simulation study of a 20x20x20
mm3 CZT detector

This Chapter focuses on the computational study of a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT de-
tector to be employed as a base element for a BNCT-SPECT imaging system.
Currently the 3CATS project (3D Cadmium Zinc Telluride Spectro Imager for
X and gamma-ray applications) funded by the Fifth National Scientific Com-
mittee (CSNV) of the Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN)
is underway and aims to build and study two 5x20x20 mm3 CZT detectors
representing half of the detector considered in this Chapter.
The simulated CZT detector is composed of four layers, each layer is a single
crystal detector of 5x20x20 mm3, the dimension of each layer is fixed due to
the constraints of growing a single crystal.
Fig. 3.1 shows the single detector layer and the stacked 20x20x20 mm3 proto-
type. Each layer would have 20 anodic strips and 10 cathodic strips perpen-
dicular to the anodic ones, thus each pixel has dimensions 1x5x2 mm3.

Each detector layer is employed in Planar Transversal Field, which means
that the photons enter the crystal perpendicularly to the electric field; in our
case this means that each layer is irradiated on a 5x20 mm2 surface and has
a 20 mm thickness thus we expect a good detection efficiency around 500 keV
(the mean free path in CZT material is ∼ 17 mm).
The choice of using 4 layers gives a total irradiated surface of 20x20 mm2 cov-
ering a limited FOV. To be able to build a BNCT-SPECT imaging device it
will be necessary to use bigger detector arrays composed of this 20x20x20 mm3

base element. Therefore the study of such detector gives us some preliminary
information about the detector efficiency and image reconstruction capabilities.
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3. Simulation study of a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the array of four 5x20x20 mm3 CZT
detectors (a) and (b) show a 5x20x20 mm3 single crystal layer and figures (c)
to ( f) show the complete prototype made of 4 layers, on behalf of 3CATS
experiment.

3.1 Energy Resolution and Efficiency

The 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector was first simulated using MCNP6 Monte
Carlo code to study its response to standard gamma calibration sources such
as 133Ba, 137Cs, 22Na and 60Co. The point sources were positioned at 21 cm
distance from the detector face and their emission was isotropic. The 137Cs,
22Na sources were chosen because the photopeak and the annihilation peak re-
spectively are in the energy range of interest for BNCT-SPECT thus giving a
good idea of the detector performances in recording the 478 keV photon emit-
ted during BNCT treatment. 133Ba and 60Co were instead chosen to probe
the detector performances at energy ranges lower and higher respectively to
the range of BNCT-SPECT interest.
The Monte Carlo simulation results were deemed acceptable if the error was
below 10%. Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 show the spectra obtained
from the simulation.
The width of the energy bin of the simulation was chosen coherently to the
FWHM measured for each source in the experiment described in Chapter 4.
The simulations have then been used to calculated the detector efficiency. The
intrinsic efficiency εi of a detector is defined as the number of detected pho-
tons under the photopeak over the number of gammas incident on the detector
20x20 mm2 surface, i.e. the number of photons emitted by the source multi-
plied by the geometrical efficiency εg as in equation 3.1.
Therefore an high quality detector must maximise the number of detected
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photons. CZT detector has high Z materials thus being able to absorb a high
number of gamma rays, even with modest thicknesses when compared to scin-
tillators, to improve the detection efficiency.

εi(E) =
detected photons

emitted photons · εg
(3.1)

To calculate the simulated efficiency of the detector Eq.3.2 is used, where B.R.
is the branching ratio of the source gamma emission.

εi(E) =
R(E)

B.R. · εg
(3.2)

Figure 3.2: Simulation of the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector response to a 133Ba
point-like source, the detected energies are 276 keV, 302.8 keV and 356 keV.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation of the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector response to a 22Na
point-like source, the detected energies are 511 keV and 1274.5 keV.

Figure 3.4: Simulation of the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector response to a 137Cs
point-like source with emission energy of 661.6 keV.
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3.1. Energy Resolution and Efficiency

Figure 3.5: Simulation of the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector response to a 60Co
point-like source, the detected energies are 1173 keV and 1332.5 keV.

R(E) is the result given by the computation performed with MCNP code
which counts the particles detected under the photopeak by the simulated CZT
volume and normailizes the result to source particle.
The geometric efficiency of the detector can be expressed as the solid angle
subtended by the source and the detector surface Ω over 4π. To calculate the
detector geometrical efficiency when the source is 21 cm away a simulation was
performed. The detector volume was filled with air and an F1 current tally
was used to calculate the fraction of photons passing through the detector
20x20 mm2 surface. The computed geometric efficiency of the 20x20x20 mm3

detector was found to be εg = 7 · 10−4. The results are shown in Tab. 3.1.

Source Energy [keV] εi [%]
133Ba 276 67.13
133Ba 302.8 57.98
133Ba 356 47.08
22Na 511 29.49
137Cs 661.6 19.53
60Co 1173 10.75
22Na 1274.5 8.32
60Co 1332.5 7.83

Table 3.1: Simulated intrinsic detection efficiency of a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT
detector.
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Figure 3.6: Simulated intrinsic efficiency for a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector as
function of the energy between 276 keV and 1333 keV.

Fig. 3.6 shows the 20x20x20 mm3 detector efficiency when fitted with a
function of type εi = a ·Eb where a = (1.2± 0.5) · 105, b = (−1.34± 0.06) and
χ2 = 1.73
The efficiency for a 478 keV source located at 21 cm from the detector surface
is 30.8 % when calculated using the previously found function.

3.2 Image reconstruction and Spatial Resolu-

tion

We aim to use the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector as the base element for a
BNCT-SPECT system dedicated for small animals such as mice and rats.
To understand the imaging capabilities of the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector a
simulation campaign was taken up using Geant4 Monte Carlo code [69, 70].
The simulation campaign began as a collaboration with Ph.D. student Chun-
hui Gong and Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics (NUAA)
while the author spent 3 months as an exchange PhD student at NUAA.
The purpose of these simulations was to acquire enough data to be able to
reconstruct an image of the computed object. The geometry of the simulation
is shown in Fig.3.7.
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3.2. Image reconstruction and Spatial Resolution

Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of Geant4 simulation geometry of the
20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector used to reconstruct an image.

Four 20x20x20 mm3 detectors are positioned around the origin at 0◦, 90◦,
180◦ and 270◦, the distance between the detectors and the origin is 21 cm to
take into account the distance that should be left between the rat phantom
and the detectors. The detectors are then rotated around the z axes with 10◦

steps, spectra are acquired from each detector at each angular step.
Each detector is composed of 20 mm thick and 1x5 mm2 pixels as can be seen
in Fig.3.8, the total number of pixels is 80, 20 for each 20x5x20 mm3 detector
layer, corresponding to the segmentation due to the 20 anodic strips. The
simulation allows us to read each pixel singularly to understand the position
of the photoelectric interaction inside the detector.
In this simulation no collimation system was implemented in the geometry,
instead a virtual collimator with a 1 degree acceptance angle was used.

The pixels data are separately stored for each 20x20x20 mm3 detector and
are saved in a CERN ROOT NTuple. The data is then analysed using ROOT5
[71] and the images are reconstructed with a Filtered Back Projection using
Python2.7 and its packages NumPy [72] and scikit-image [73].
As described in Chapter 1 to calculate the spatial resolution of the recon-
structed image the PSF function must be used, therefore a point-like, isotropic
source of 478 keV gamma rays was positioned on the coordinates (-0.6, 0, 0)
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3. Simulation study of a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector

Figure 3.8: Geant4 geometry of the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector, detail of the
detector’s pixels (in white lines) and a spherical source in the origin (in blue).

cm of the simulated reference system. The data was deemed acceptable if the
error on the most populated bins was <7%.
The reconstructed image is shown in Fig.3.9. Since the detector is composed
of four layers of dimension 20x5x20 mm3 the image is reconstructed for each
layer. The two central layers are shown for reference, the layers collect 478
keV photons and the source is reconstructed as a circular bright point.
To calculate the spatial resolution of the image each layers data was projected
on a 2D scatter plot and fitted with a Gaussian function.
Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 show respectively the gaussian fitted data for Layer
2 and Layer 3. In Layer 2 the mean value is µ = 13.8 ± 0.02 pixels and the
standard deviation is σ = 2.38 ± 0.01 pixels. Layer 3 has a mean value iden-
tical to the previous one µ = 13.8 ± 0.02 pixels and a standard deviation of
σ = 2.36±0.01 pixels. In both cases we can find the FWHM using equation 3.3.

FWHM = σ
√

8ln2 (3.3)

Layer 2 and Layer 3 have respectively a full width half maximum of FWHM =
5.61± 0.02 pixels and FWHM = 5.56± 0.02 pixels. If we approximate to an
integer value we can say that the FWHM is found to be 6 pixels and thus this
is the spatial resolution of our 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector.
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3.2. Image reconstruction and Spatial Resolution

Figure 3.9: FBP image reconstruction of a point-like, isotropic source: (a), (b)
are the reconstructions for the two central layers of the 20x5x20 mm3 CZT
detector.

Figure 3.10: Layer 2 counts vs. pixel number fitted with a Gaussian function.
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Figure 3.11: Layer 3 counts vs. pixel number fitted with a Gaussian function.

Figure 3.12: Image reconstruction of two point sources at distances: a) 5 mm,
b) 7 mm and c) 10 mm, the figure shows Layer 2 and 3 as examples of the
result.
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To test the ability of the detector to distinguish between two point sources
positioned in the field of view we simulated three diffent setups where the dis-
tance between the two sources was respectively 5, 7 and 10 mm. For each case
Layer 2 and 3 are shown. Fig.3.12 shows the comparison of the three cases.
It is possible to see that when the two source are at 5 mm distance are not
correctly distinguishable and are partially superimposed. When the distance
increases we can see that at 7 mm the two sources are almost separated and
at 10 mm they are correctly distinguishable.

3.3 Rat phantom

The previous simulations aimed to study the spatial resolution of the detector
and its imaging capabilities in an ideal situation. To make the simulations
more realistic a first step is to introduce a PMMA rat phantom. One of the
research subjects that the Pavia BNCT group focuses on is the pre-clinical
studies of the safety and feasibility of BNCT treatment on tumours induced
on small animals. Therefore, a more realistic simulation that in the future
could be compared to a measurement in our facility, consists in using a rat
phantom. The phantom is a cylinder of 8 cm diameter and 20 cm length rep-
resenting a rat.
Moreover the source has been changed to a finite sphere of diameter 1 mm.
The simulation was once again performed with a reciprocal distance source-
detector of 21 cm.
Fig.3.13 shows the comparison between the simulation with and without phan-
tom for a single source of 1 mm diameter.
The rat phantom does not emit any background gamma, it is just used to un-
derstand which is the photon attenuation due to the phantom. We calculated
that 4 cm of PMMA phantom should attenuate the 478 keV photons by 35%.
When the phantom is added to the simulation the detected 478 keV counts
are lower than the case without phantom. This attenuation can be explained
considering that the phantom acts as a scatterer thus changing the directions
of some photons. From the reconstructed image we can see that the photon
contribution with the phantom is 33% lower than the case without the phan-
tom close to result we expected.

3.4 478 keV background

Another step to consider to make the simulations closer to reality is to add the
background contribution. A possible problem for correct image reconstruction
in a BNCT-SPECT system is connected to the presence of low quantities of
boron also in the healthy tissues, the amount is usually 3 to 6 times lower
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than the one in the tumour, nonetheless when irradiated it emits the 478 keV
gamma.
In the simulations the setup considered an emitting rat phantom and a d=1
mm source located inside the phantom at 21 cm distance from the detectors.
Since in reality not the whole phantom is irradiated only the 3 cm long section
of the phantom that includes the source was set as the 478 keV background
emitter. The emission intensities were set to 1:3 for the background in respect
to the source.

Figure 3.13: Comparison between Layer 2 an 3 FBP reconstructions of a 1 mm
source without phantom (a), with phantom (b) and with emitting phantom at
478 keV (c).

Fig.3.13 b) and c) show the image reconstructed without and with gamma
background emitted by the phantom. The comparison shows that the 478 keV
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gamma signal is higher in case c), this might be due to the fact that even
though the phantom attenuates the source contribution it also emits at the
same energy.
The results also show that even though there is a 478 keV gamma background
the spatial resolution of the reconstructed image is still 6 mm.

3.5 Performances with NEMA phantom

Another step to consider to study the reconstruction abilities of the detector
consists in reconstructing the image of a three source simulation. Usually to
asses the imaging capabilities of a SPECT system a NEMA phantom is em-
ployed [37]. The NEMA phantom is a plastic cylinder of 22 cm diameter filled
with water. Fig.3.14 shows the NEMA cylindrical phantom in which 3 rods of
57Co are inserted as source emitting at 122 keV.

Figure 3.14: NEMA phantom for evaluating the spatial resolution of a SPECT
camera [37]. The phantom is a 22 cm diameter plastic cylinder filled with
water.

3.6 Four detector array

To have a larger field of view and a simulation closer to a possible small ani-
mal BNCT-SPECT imaging system we coupled together four 20x20x20 mm3

detectors, thus we obtained a 40x40x20 mm3 array with a 4 cm FOV and 8
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layers each composed of 40 pixels.
Once again we used as a source three rods of diameter 1mm and length 3 cm
but in this simulation the relative distances of the rods employed were higher
than the previous case, and thus we were able to better distinguish them.
Fig. 3.16 shows the 4 layers of image reconstruction for the simulation. In the
reconstructed image of the layers we are able to distinguish the three sources.
In this reconstruction it is possible to see that the artefacts are much more
visible than in the previous cases, this is due to the higher number of pixels
that are more than the projection angles. To reduce the artefacts we should
increase the angular projection. To improve the reconstruction a filter could
be employed or a different kind of reconstruction algorithm could be stud-
ied. Nonetheless the simulations and the image reconstructions show that the
20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector had a good spatial resolution and imaging capa-
bilities and if employed as part of an array it could be successfully employed
for a BNCT-SPECT imaging system for small animals.

3.7 Application to clinical BNCT

The aim of this study was to test the feasibility of the 20x20x20 mm3 CZT
detector as a base element of a BNCT-SPECT system to be employed for the
imaging of small animals during BNCT treatment.
The results show a good image resolution that has room for improvement. To
obtain these results the simulation was performed using four detectors collect-
ing data at the same time and with 9 angular position, each simulation was
performed with a 478 keV source emitting 109 particles, and thus the total
number of gamma emitted to have these results was 9 · 109.
We have now to understand if in clinical conditions this number of emitted 478
keV photons is realistic.
To understand how many 478 keV photons are emitted in a standard clinical
protocol irradiation we can use Eq.3.4.

R.R. = n · σ · φ · V (3.4)

A standard clinical flux φ for a tumour irradiation is approximately 109 n cm−2

s−1. Moreover the tumour usually absorbs ∼ 50 ppm of 10B which corresponds
to n = 3 · 1018 10B atoms per cm3. We know that the 10B capture reaction
cross section for thermal neutrons is σ = 3840 barns, and if we consider a 1
mm3 we have all the parameters needed to find the reaction rates (R.R.) of
thermal neutrons on 50 ppm of 10B and thus the number of emitted 478 keV
photons per second.
Using Eq.3.4 we found R.R. = 1.15 · 104 reactions per second.
If we consider that the 478 keV photons are emitted in the 94% of the cases by
the 10B thermal neutron capture (as shown in Eq. 1.1), we can find the number
of photons emitted per second which is 1.08 ·104 photons per second. Moreover
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if we consider that a standard BNCT clinical irradiation lasts at least 30 min
the total number of 478 keV photons emitted during a therapy is 1.9 · 107.
The total number of 478 keV photons emitted during a standard BNCT clini-
cal therapy is almost two order of magnitude lower than the total emission we
used in our simulations and as such shows us that to successfully perform the
imaging of a small animal during BNCT treatment using the 20x20x20 mm3

CZT detector we need to consider a smaller distance between the detector and
the small animal and to use a thicker angular step.
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Figure 3.15: Image reconstruction of three emitting rods inside a 8 cm diameter
phantom: (a), (b) are the reconstructions for the two central layers of the for
a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector.
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Figure 3.16: Image reconstruction of three emitting rods inside a 8 cm diameter
phantom for a 40x40x20 mm3 array of four CZT detectors, four layers are
reported as an example.
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Chapter 4

Experimental characterization
of a 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detector

This chapter focuses on the experimental characterization of a 5x5x20 mm3

CZT detector developed by due2lab s.r.l. as a prototype for the sensor stage
of a BNCT-SPECT system. The crystal dimensions are smaller than those
chosen for a base element of a BNCT-SPECT system, as discussed in chapter
3, but the thickness is optimized for the detection of 478 keV gammas in
PTF configuration. The prototype can be exploited to understand the crystal
behaviour when irradiated with standard calibration sources of various energies
and moreover it is useful to study the CZT crystal performances when working
in a neutron and photons mixed irradiation field typical of a BNCT treatment
room.
The CZT detector readout electronics is not state of the art and is composed
of two Cremat preamplifiers lodged in the same box as the crystal as shown in
Fig.4.1, while the amplifier and power supply are separated from the crystal
box. The detector’s best working condition requires a voltage of 153 V.
The detector readout electronics makes it possible to read both the signal

from the anode and the cathode after the pre-amplification stage and after the
amplification.
Fig.4.2 and 4.3 show respectively the pre-amplified signal obtained using an
oscilloscope and a 137Cs gamma source.
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Figure 4.1: CZT detector and preamplifiers.

Figure 4.2: Anodic pre-amplified signal of a 137Cs source.

Figure 4.3: Cathodic pre-amplified signal of a 137Cs source.
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It is possible to see that the maximum contribution of both the anodic
and the cathodic signal reaches almost 30 mV after the pre-amplification. The
main difference between the two signals is due to the rate of the signal collec-
tion; due to the low mobility of the holes in the CZT crystal, as discussed in
Chapter 2, the cathode collects less signals than the anode, thus the anodic
signal collects more information and it is the only signal collected in all the
following analysis.
The signal from the anode is then amplified as shown in Fig.4.4, the peak in-
tensity is now 3 V, and the signal is positive.

Figure 4.4: Amplified signal from the anode.

The amplified signal is then acquired using an ORTEC 926 MCB coupled
with MAESTRO acquisition software.
The data was finally analyzed using ROOT5 [71].

4.1 Energy resolution

To measure the energy resolution of the detector various standard gamma
sources were employed. All the sources are point-like and of known initial ac-
tivity. Table 4.1 shows all the nuclides used, their characteristic energies, their
branching ratios and their activity at the time of measurement. The 137Cs,
22Na sources were chosen because the photopeak and the annihilation peak re-
spectively are in the energy range of interest for BNCT-SPECT thus giving a
good idea of the detector performances in recording the 478 keV photon emit-
ted during BNCT treatment. 133Ba and 60Co were instead chosen to probe
the detector performances at energy ranges lower and higher respectively to
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the range of BNCT-SPECT interest.
For the measurements the gamma source was positioned directly on the de-
tector box in front of the 5x5 mm CZT detector surface to maximise the
geometrical efficiency of the setup; the distance between the source and the
detector was 1cm.

Source Energy (keV) Activity (kBq) Branching ratio (%)

133Ba
276

21.1
7.16

302.8 18.34
356 62.05

22Na
511

25.65
180

1274.5 99.9
137Cs 661.6 136.9 85

60Co
1173

11.47
100

1332.5 100

Table 4.1: Standard gamma calibration sources employed in the experiment.

Pulse height spectra from 133Ba, 137Cs, 22Na, 60Co gamma sources were
acquired. Fig.4.5 shows the energy spectrum obtained by the 133Ba source.
The spectrum clearly shows the photopeaks at 276 keV, 302 keV and 356 keV,
for each peak the FWHM was measured and the energy resolution calculated
(see Tab.4.2).
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Figure 4.5: 133Ba spectrum, gammas are emitted at E1=276 keV with
FWHM=8.21 keV, E2=302.8 keV with FWHM=7.69 keV and E3=356 keV
with FWHM=10 keV

Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 show respectively the spectra for 137Cs and 22Na, which
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Photopeak Energy
[keV]

FWHM
[keV]

Energy Resolution
[%]

276 8.21 2.97
302.8 7.69 2.53
356 10.0 2.81

Table 4.2: FWHM and energy resolution of 133Ba photopeaks

are of great interest for SPECT BNCT purposes since the photopeak from
Cesium and the annihilation photons from Sodium have energies in a range
close to the one considered in BNCT due to the 478 keV and 558 keV gamma
rays emitted respectively by the 10B and 113Cd capture reactions.
The 661.6 keV photopeak from the 137Cs has a FWHM of 18.62 keV and
thus an energy resolution of 2.81%. In the case of the 22Na the characteristic
photopeak can be seen at 1274.5 keV even though the peak qualitatively shows
a worse resolution than the annihilation peak. For the former the energy
resolution is 2.09% (FWHM=26.66 keV) while for the annihilation peak is
2.99% corresponding to a FWHM of 15.43 keV.
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Figure 4.6: 137Cs spectrum, the photopeak is at E=661.6 keV with
FWHM=18.62 keV
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Figure 4.7: 22Na spectrum, the emitted gammas are at E1=511 keV with
FWHM=15.43 keV and at E2=1274.5 keV with FWHM=26.66 keV
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Figure 4.8: 60Co spectrum, the emitted gammas are at E1=1173 keV with
FWHM=19.19 keV and at E2=1332.5 keV with FWHM=23.65 keV

Fig.4.8 shows the spectrum acquired using a 60Co source which is charac-
terised by a double equiprobable emission at 1173 keV and 1332.5 keV, the
energy range is much higher than the one of BNCT-SPECT interest nonethe-
less giving valuable information on the detector performances. The FWHM
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of the 1173 keV peak is 19.19 keV with an energy resolution of 1.64% while
for the 1332.5 keV peak the FWHM is 23.65 keV corresponding to an energy
resolution of 1.78%.
The results of this first characterisation step show that at 511 keV a 5x5x20
mm3 CZT detector irradiated on the 5x5 mm2 surface by an isotropic point-
like source has an energy resolution of 2.99% corresponding to a FWHM of
15.43 keV. Since in SPECT-BNCT we expect to have 478 keV gamma due
to the boron capture reaction and a gamma at 558.5 keV due to the neutron
capture reaction of the 113Cd naturally present in the detector, it is of crucial
importance that this two energies can be correctly distinguished. The energy
resolution found in the measurements ensures the feasibility of the CZT detec-
tor to correctly identify the peak due to the boron capture reaction.

4.1.1 Comparison between simulation and measurement

The measured spectra described in the previous section were compared to the
MCNP simulation of the same sources to validate the Monte Carlo model of
the CZT detector.
The simulations were performed using Monte Carlo code MCNP6 [74] and
recreating the experimental setup; the pulse height spectra were calculated
with MCNP’s F8 tally. The geometry of the simulation consisted of an isotropic
gamma source in the same position with respect to the detector as the one used
for the measurement as previously described. The statistical accuracy of the
simulation was set to be less than 3%. The obtained spectra were analysed
and compared to the measured data using the CERN ROOT software.
The characteristic spectrum from a CdZnTe detector has a not gaussian photo-
peak due to the low mobility of the holes, therefore the peak has a tail in the
lower energy region.
To better compare the spectra from the simulation and those from the mea-
surement a rebinning technique was implemented. Using the FWHM measured
for each source during the experiment a fixed bin width was applied to both
spectra. The areas of the simulated and measured photo-peaks were compared
to ensure that the simulated results and the measured data were comparable.
The calculation of the area under the photo-peak showed that the simulation
of a 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detector overestimated the actual measurement results.
To obtain simulation results comparable to the measurements we had to reduce
the detector volume to 5x3x20 mm3. Qualitatively the results can be seen in
Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10. These results show that the intrinsic efficiency for
the photopeak interaction is around 60% which is comparable to the material
intrinsic efficiency given by the major CdZnTe detector production companies.
Moreover Fig. 4.11 shows a simulation of the electric field inside the 5x5x20
mm3 CZT detector. It is possible to see that more than one mm of the detec-
tor has a low electric field and thus doesn’t collect the charges properly. This
could also cause a lower detection efficiency.
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Figure 4.9: 137Cs measurement and MCNP simulation spectra after the rebin-
ning and values of area under the photopeak.

Figure 4.10: 60Co measurement and MCNP simulation spectra after the rebin-
ning and values of area under the photopeak.
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Figure 4.11: Simulation of the electric field inside the 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detec-
tor, red shows the maximum electric field while blue shows the minimum. The
electric field was obtained assuming the collecting anode was at 1 V potential
and the cathode was kept at ground potential.

4.2 Detection Efficiency

As said in the previous Chapter the intrinsic efficiency εi of a detector is de-
fined as the number of detected photons over the number of gammas incident
on the detector, i.e. the number of photons emitted by the source multiplied
by the geometrical efficiency εg as in equation 4.1. Therefore an high quality
detector must maximise the number of detected photons. CZT detector has
high Z material thus being able to absorb a high number of gamma rays to
improve the detection efficiency.

εi(E) =
detected photons

emitted photons · εg
(4.1)

Equation [4.1] assumes a different form when used for measurement or simu-
lation. To calculate the efficiency of the detector from the experimental data
the activity of the source has to be taken into account while for the simulation
the results are already normalized for source particle.
Eq [4.2] is used to find the experimental detection efficiency, where N(E) are
the counts per second under the photopeak, i.e. the full energy absorption,
B.R. is the branching ratio of the considered gamma ray, A(t) is the source
activity at the time of the measurement expressed as A(t) = A0e

−λ·t, which
can be calculated using the initial activity A0 given by the source producer
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4. Experimental characterization of a 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detector

and taking into account the source half-life, last εg is the geometric efficiency.

εi(E) =
N(E)

B.R. · A(t) · εg
(4.2)

To calculate the simulated efficiency of the detector eq [4.3] is used.

εi(E) =
R(E)

B.R. · εg
(4.3)

R(E) is the result given by the computation performed with MCNP code
which counts the particles detected by the simulated CZT volume and normal-
izes the result to source particle.
In both cases the geometric efficiency of the detector can be expressed as the
solid angle Ω over 4π, and since the CZT detector is placed at 1 cm from the
source and its surface is very small Ω can be approximated as Ω ∼ AreaCZT

4·π·d2
where d is the distance between the source and the detector. In our experi-
mental setup εg = 0.019. The geometrical efficiency was also simulated using
MNCP6 and we found that the simulated efficiency was εg sim = 0.0187.
Finally for the measurement the error is calculated as shown in eq. [4.4] where(

∆N
N

)
is calculated as

√
N
N

which is the relative error associated to the counts

under the photopeak,
(

∆A(t)
A(t)

)
is the relative error associated to the calculation

of the source activity at the time of the measurement which basically depends

on the uncertainty of the initial activity as reported by the producer and
(

∆εg
εg

)
is the relative error associated to the geometric efficiency due to variation in
the source positioning, in this experiment considered to be 5%.

∆(εi(E)) =

√(
∆N

N

)2

+

(
∆A(t)

A(t)

)2

+

(
∆εg
εg

)2

· εi (4.4)

Table 4.3 shows the results obtained in the experiment which are also plotted
in Fig.4.12 and fitted with a function εi = a · Eb with a = (3.2 ± 2.2) · 106,
b = (−2.14± 1.04) and χ2 = 6.16
The results show a detection efficiency of 4.3% for the 511 keV gamma emitted
by the 22Na source and a detection efficiency of 2.9% for the 137Cs source; as
previously said this two peaks are the closest to the energy range of BNCT-
SPECT; the efficiency for the 478 keV peak calculated from the fit is 6.08%
so the results show a good efficiency of the CZT prototype even though the
electronics of the device have great improvement possibility.
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Figure 4.12: 5x5x20 mm3 CZT prototype detection efficiency.

Source Energy
[keV]

Net
Area

time
[s]

A(t)
[kBq]

∆A(t)
A(t)

[%]

εi
[%]

∆εi

133Ba 276 37025 5200 21.1 20 24.7 5.1
133Ba 302.8 68894 5200 21.1 20 18.1 3.7
133Ba 356 137775 5200 21.1 20 10.7 2.2
22Na 511 410222 10800 25.65 8 4.3 0.4
137Cs 661.6 58174 900 136.9 6.7 2.9 0.2
60Co 1173 153742 67777 11.47 20 1.0 0.2
22Na 1274.5 34694 10800 25.65 8 0.7 0.1
60Co 1332.5 108895 67777 11.47 20 0.7 0.2

Table 4.3: Experimental data and detection efficiency of CZT prototype

4.3 Geant4 simulation

The simulation study of the CZT prototype detector was also carried out using
Geant4 simulation toolkit [69, 70]. This study was conducted in collaboration
with Ph.D. student Chunhui Gong and Nanjing University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics.
The simulation setup was the same as the measurement, the isotropic source
was positioned at 1 cm from the detector. Main difference from the MCNP6
simulation was that the source was implemented as a decaying nuclide not just
as a mono-energetic photon emitter.
The geometry of the detector was maintained as a 5x3x20 mm3 crystal to take
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4. Experimental characterization of a 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detector

into account the material inhomogeneity and the partial collection due to the
electric field inside the detector. Fig.4.13, Fig. 4.14, Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16
show the comparison between the Geant4 simulation, the experimental spectra
and the MCNP6 simulation for all the used sources.

Qualitatively the spectra are correctly simulated with Geant4 simulation
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of Geant4 simulation, MCNP6 simulation and exper-
imental data for 133Ba source.

toolkit, the main difference between the two simulations is recognisable in Fig.
4.14 where Geant4 simulation takes into account the cesium nuclide emission
at low energies.
To quantitatively asses the performances of the Geant4 simulation the effi-
ciency calculated from these simulated data was considered.
Fig. 4.17 shows the comparison of the efficiency calculated using the experi-
mental data and the simulations with MNCP6 and Geant4. It is possible to see
that the values obtained by Geant4 simulation are in good accordance with the
experimental data thus confirming that also Geant4 is a suitable simulation
toolkit for these studies.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of Geant4 simulation, MCNP6 simulation and exper-
imental data for 137Cs source.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of Geant4 simulation, MCNP6 simulation and exper-
imental data for 22Na source.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of Geant4 simulation, MCNP6 simulation and exper-
imental data for 60Co source.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of Geant4 simulation, MCNP6 simulation and exper-
imental efficiency.
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Chapter 5
CZT detector prototype
measurements in TRIGA Mark
II Thermal Column

Chapter 4 shows the characterization of the 5x5x20 mm3 prototype detector
with standard gamma sources to evaluate the detector energy resolution and
efficiency. In this chapter we focus on the study of the behaviour of the detec-
tor when it is in presence of a photon and neutron mixed background field.
This studies were performed in the Thermal Column of the TRIGA Mark II
(Training, Research, Isotopes, General Atomics) research reactor of L.E.N.A.
(Laboratorio di Energia Nucleare Applicata) laboratory of University of Pavia.
TRIGA Mark II reactors are non-power nuclear reactors commonly used for
research purposes. The TRIGA MArk II reactor is an open-pool thermal re-
actor with light water moderation and cooling; its nominal steady-state power
is 250 kW.
University of Pavia reactor reached its first criticality the 15th of November
1965 and has since been active for various research purposes including BNCT
studies.

5.1 The Pavia TRIGA Mark II reactor

The TRIGA Mark II reactor installed in Pavia has 83 fuel rods located in five
concentric rings, each rod is a cylinder of 5 cm diameter and 72.5 cm height.
The whole core is also a cylinder of 45.7 cm diameter and 55.9 cm height.
Each fuel rod has a 0.76 mm thick cladding made of steel or aluminium. The
nuclear fuel is composed of 20% enriched 235U uranium and zirconium hydride
ZrH2; the uranium is dispersed in zirconium hydride and the weight of the two
components is respectively 8% and 92%.
Hydrogen is exploited as a neutron moderator while zirconium has a low mi-
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5. CZT detector prototype measurements in TRIGA Mark II Thermal Column

croscopic neutron capture cross section. Zirconium hydride moderation effect
is highly dependent of the nuclear fuel temperature and has a negative tem-
perature reactivity feedback thus acting as a passive safety system. As the
temperature of the fuel increases the moderating effect of the hydrogen is de-
creased while the upscatter raises thus the thermal neutron population gets
lower and a prompt negative reactivity is inserted.
Among the core rods there are some “dummy” rods that contain graphite and
are used as reflectors for the fission neutrons. A typical core of a TRIGA re-
actor is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The core is surrounded by a 30.5 cm thick neutron reflector made of nuclear-

Figure 5.1: Standard TRIGA Mark II core [75].

grade graphite, the reflector is covered in aluminium to avoid the contact with
the water coolant. The tank of the reactor is an aluminium cylinder of 2 m
diameter and 6.55 m height that contains the core, the reflector and cooling
water. The structure is surrounded by the biological shielding made of con-
crete to absorb all the thermal neutrons; the lower part is a parallelepiped of
3.60 x 6.95 x 8.65 m3 volume and has an upper level shaped as a octagon base
prism of 2.87 m height.
Fig. 5.2 shows the L.E.N.A. reactor core and the surrounding reflector and bi-
ological shielding. Moreover it is possible to see the four irradiation channels,
three are radial and one is tangential. Channel A and D are penetrating since
they cross also the graphite reflector. Channel B ends before the reflector and
Channle C is tangential to the reflector surface and reaches the face of channel
D. The neutron flux in the penetrating channels has a high component of fast
neutrons while the neutron flux in Channel B is more thermalized.
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5.2. Neutron beam design

For our experiments we used the thermal column of the reactor which starts

Figure 5.2: MCNP geometry of the TRIGA Mark II reactor of University of
Pavia.

outside the reflector and is located in between Channel B and C; it penetrates
the concrete shield and the tank container. The thermal column is made by
two parts, the first part closer to the core is an aluminium container of 1.22 x
1.68 x 1.22 m3 volume with an inside coating of a 0.3 cm thick Boral layer and
filled with graphite blocks and bismuth layers that reduce the gamma rays due
to the nuclear fission in the core. Inside the graphite an irradiation chamber
of 1 x 0.4 x 0.2 m3 was created to house the TAOrMINA project [76, 77]. To
close the irradiation chamber a 1 cm thick boral shield is used. The shield has
a window opening of 40 x 20 cm2 that allows the user to put the sample in the
irradiation chamber. After the Boral shield a room of 1.40 x 1.48 x 1.68 m3

volume was created. The thermal column room is closed by a movable concrete
door and a pair of movable shutters installed at 82 cm from the Boral shield.

5.2 Neutron beam design

As previously described we used the thermal column room to perform our ex-
periments. The neutrons reach the thermal column room through an aperture
of 20 x 40 cm2 that can be closed with a Boral sliding window or kept open
as can be seen in Fig. 5.3. The main disadvantage of such neutron irradiation
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5. CZT detector prototype measurements in TRIGA Mark II Thermal Column

room is that does not allow to irradiate a boron target while keeping the de-
tector out of beam.
To be able to perform the tests on our 5x5x20 mm3 prototype CZT detector
we needed to create a small neutron irradiation beam. Some solutions were
studied using MCNP6 Monte Carlo code in collaboration with Ph.D. student
Chunhui Gong and Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

The source was obtained using MCNP’s criticality calculation (KCODE),

Figure 5.3: Image of the L.E.N.A. thermal column room with details of the 20
x 40 cm2 irradiation chamber and the Boral shield with its sliding window.

modelling the fission reaction inside the fuel elements as it described by Bor-
tolussi et al. [78] and then it was modified using the Surface Source Card as
described by Gong et al. [79].
The first configuration implemented to create a smaller neutron beam em-
ployed nuclear grade graphite to exploit its low thermal neutron absorption
cross section and its high scattering cross section [80], therefore the employ-
ment of graphite should allow for a high thermal neutron flux focused on a
smaller neutron beam.
The simulation took into account the dimensions of the graphite blocks that
could in reality be used to modify the thermal column, as such the neutron
beam would be a rectangular aperture of 3 x 5 cm2.
The second configuration employed nuclear grade graphite as the previous one
but to reduce the thermal neutron flux outside the neutron beam a 0.5 cm
thick layer of Boral was added around the graphite.
In both cases a F4 tally was used to calculate the neutron and photon flux
on the neutron beam aperture. The neutron energies employed were ( <
4.14 · 10−7) MeV for the thermal neutrons, (4.14 · 10−7 - 1.07 · 10−5) MeV
and (1.07 · 10−5 - 1.58 · 10−3) MeV for the epithermal neutrons and (1.58 · 10−3
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- 1.73 · 10) MeV for the fast neutrons.
For the photons the tallied energies of our interest were the (0.450 - 0.500)
MeV bin that included the flux due to the 478 keV photon emitted by the
boron capture reaction and the (2.1 - 2.3) MeV bin that included the 2.2 MeV
gamma due to the hydrogen capture reaction.
Tab.5.1 shows the neutron and gamma flux values calculated on the neutron
beam aperture in first setup.

In the first setup the thermal neutron flux on the neutron beam is three

Energy [MeV] Flux [cm−2 s−1]

Neutrons

< 4.14 · 10−7 1.05 · 108

4.14 · 10−7 - 1.07 · 10−5 4.16 · 105

1.07 · 10−5 - 1.58 · 10−3 4.95 · 105

1.58 · 10−3 - 1.73 · 10 5.37 · 105

Photons
0.450 - 0.500 2.38 · 106

2.1 - 2.3 1.20 · 105

Total 4.01 · 107

Table 5.1: Neutron and photon flux values in various energy bins calculated
at the end of the irradiation chamber in the first setup.

orders of magnitude higher than the flux of epithermal and fast neutrons. The
main concern lays in the presence of a high photon flux mostly due to photons
coming from the interaction of thermal neutrons on the Boral plates. These
photons are mostly present in the first 20 cm around the neutron beam which
is the most probable position for the CZT detector in our measurements, and
thus they represent an obstacle that must be taken into account to avoid their
spurious contribution to the CZT acquired spectra.
Tab.5.2 shows the neutron and gamma flux values calculated on the neutron
beam aperture for the second setup.

In the second setup the thermal neutron flux on the neutron beam is lower

Energy [MeV] Flux [cm−2 s−1]

Neutrons

< 4.14 · 10−7 2.52 · 107

4.14 · 10−7 - 1.07 · 10−5 3.13 · 105

1.07 · 10−5 - 1.58 · 10−3 3.66 · 105

1.58 · 10−3 - 1.73 · 10 5.37 · 105

Photons
0.450 - 0.500 2.95 · 106

2.1 - 2.3 1.10 · 105

Total 4.59 · 107

Table 5.2: Neutron and photon flux values in various energy bins calculated
at the end of the irradiation chamber in the second setup.

than the one found in the previous configuration, it is just two orders of mag-
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nitude higher than the flux of epithermal and fast neutrons.
This configuration has the advantage of having a lower flux of neutrons directly
interacting on the CZT detector thus allowing for a smaller neutron shielding
but has a high amount of 478 keV photons.
The last configuration studied was the one then chosen for the measurements.
This simulation used natural Lithium Polyethylene (LiPoly) to create a smaller
neutron beam of diameter 4 cm. LiPoly is employed for the high capture cross
section and the low amount of capture gammas emitted, even though the Li
capture cross section is lower than the B one, the advantage of having a lower
gamma background is fundamental in our experiment.

Figure 5.4: MCNP6 geometry of the irradiation chamber modified using 30 cm
of LiPoly: (a) longitudinal section of the irradiation chamber and b) sagittal
section view of the new neutron beam aperture of 4 cm diameter.

Fig.5.4 shows the MCNP6 geometry of this simulation. In this case the
Lithium polyethylene slabs occupied 30 cm inside the irradiation chamber.
The neutron and gamma flux were calculated using a MESH tally type 4 by
dividing the thermal column room in cubes of edge lengths 5 cm thus the flux
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is mediated on such volume. As in the previous case all the results were con-
sidered viable if the relative error was 6 10%.

Tab.5.3 shows the neutron and gamma flux values calculated on the neutron
beam aperture with an F4 tally while Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.6 show the neutron
flux in the irradiation chamber while Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8 show the 2.2 MeV
photon flux and the 478 keV photon flux in the (y,z) plane, i.e. the plane in
which the neutron beam lays.
The thermal neutron flux on the neutron beam is slightly lower than the one

Energy [MeV] Flux [cm−2 s−1]

Neutrons

< 4.14 · 10−7 2.48 · 107

4.14 · 10−7 - 1.07 · 10−5 2.70 · 105

1.07 · 10−5 - 1.58 · 10−3 2.71 · 105

1.58 · 10−3 - 1.73 · 10 2.84 · 105

Photons
0.450 - 0.500 3.05 · 105

2.1 - 2.3 1.18 · 106

Total 1.90 · 107

Table 5.3: Neutron and photon flux values in various energy bins calculated
at the end of the irradiation chamber modified by the insertion of 30 cm of
Lithium Poly.

found in the previous configuration, it is two orders of magnitude higher than
the flux of epithermal and fast neutrons but as shown in Fig. 5.5 when the flux
is mediated on a 5 cm width edge cube the neutron flux in front of the beam
is much higher than the one in the surrounding cubes. This configuration has
the advantage of having a low flux of neutrons directly interacting on the CZT
detector thus allowing for a smaller neutron shielding. Moreover Fig. 5.6 shows
the vertical behaviour of the neutron flux in the thermal column room; along
the z axes, i.e. the height of the chamber, the flux is highly focused in front
of the neutron beam and along the x axes the exponential flux attenuation is
clearly visible. The longitudinal behaviour of the neutron flux is similar to the
vertical one and it is not shown here for brevity.
The 478 keV photon flux is lower on the beam port than both the previous
cases and also, as can be seen in Fig. 5.7 and 5.8, the flux in the 20 cm circle
around the neutron beam is significantly reduced so we can expect less noise in
the 478 keV photopeak. This is due to the employment of Lithium Polyethy-
lene which has a low gamma capture emission.
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Figure 5.5: Sagittal view of the neutron flux on the neutron beam plane with
natural lithium polyethylene at the end of the irradiation chamber.

Figure 5.6: Vertical view of the neutron flux on the neutron beam axes with
natural lithium polyethylene at the end of the irradiation chamber.
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Figure 5.7: 2.2 MeV photon flux on the neutron beam plane with natural
lithium polyethylene at the end of the irradiation chamber: (a) 3D view, (b)
2D view on the beam port plane.
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Figure 5.8: 478 keV photon flux on the neutron beam plane with natural
lithium polyethylene at the end of the irradiation chamber: (a) 3D view, (b)
2D view on the beam port plane.

5.2.1 Measurements at L.E.N.A. with the current ther-
mal column setup

The measurement campaign was carried out using the Lithium Polyethylene
configuration previously simulated. Fig. 5.9 shows the irradiation chamber
modification.
Even though the Lithium Polyethylene has good results for the neutron flux
this configuration has a high 478 keV photon background due to the presence
of the Boral shield. Nonetheless before removing the Boral shield, which is
a complicated step and requires to work at lower reactor power, we acquired
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some spectra using two different shielding setups and positions of the detector.
In the first case the CZT detector was positioned at 65 cm height and 26.5

Figure 5.9: Irradiation chamber modification using 30 cm of natural Lithium
Polyethylene with a 4 cm diameter neutron beam.

cm from the neutron beam, the detector was inclined at 45 degree angle to
be directly faced to the vial containing boric acid and directly exposed to the
escaping neutrons.
The measurement was carried out using a 10 cm thick lead shielding to try
to reduce the contribution due to the 478 keV gammas coming from the Bo-
ral shield, moreover the CZT detector was also shielded from the neutrons by
means of a Teflon container filled with about 800 g of Lithium Carbonate at
95% of 6Li.
The measurements were taken with the reactor not at full power to keep the
detector dead time low. First we acquired the background spectra at 1 kW and
10 kW to have an estimation of the 478 keV gammas due to the Boral shield.
Even though the background of 478 keV gammas was very high we acquired
a second spectra at 10 kW with a small vial filled with 714 mg of boric acid,
containing 115 mg of 10B, positioned in front of the neutron beam to act as
the main 10B sample.
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Fig. 5.10 shows the results of the measurements at 1 kW and 10 kW reactor
power. In both cases it is possible to see the peak at 478 keV due to the boron
capture reaction and the peak at 511 keV due to the annihilation that takes
place in the lead while the Cd capture peak is very low since the detector was
shielded with the Lithium Carbonate .

Figure 5.10: Spectra obtained at 1 kW and 10 kW reactor power. Green line
represents the 1 kW background. Red line represents the 10 kW background,
black line represents the contribute with a small vial of boric acid in front of
the neutron beam at 10 kW power, the blue line represents the counts when
the red spectrum is subtracted from the black one.

The green line represents the background at 1 kW reactor power while the
red spectrum represents the background at 10 kW power, the black spectrum
represents the contribution when a small vial of boric acid is positioned in front
of the neutron beam at 10 kW power. Lastly the blue line is the subtraction of
the background from the vial spectrum when working at 10 kW reactor power.
As expected the subtraction shows that the contribution from the boric acid
is negligible in respect to the 478 keV gamma background due to the Boral
shield.
The results of this measurement show that the high gamma background due
to the Boral shield employed in the thermal column room heavily interferes
with the possibility to acquire a spectrum of the gamma capture reaction in
a sample. To try and reduce the gamma contribution a new step was taken
by using a thicker gamma shielding of approximately 15 cm all around the
detector.
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Fig. 5.11 shows the lead shielding employed for the measurements inside the
thermal column room.
The detector is nested behind 15 cm of lead to suppress the 478 keV signal
from the Boral shield and it is positioned right under the boric acid vial which
in turn is in front of the neutron beam, to maximise the detection efficiency.

Figure 5.11: Improved lead shielding of the CZT prototype detector inside the
thermal column room.

Fig. 5.12 shows the spectra obtained with reactor power 1 kW. The CZT
detector was not shielded from the neutrons in this study. Once again the red
spectrum shows the background, while the black spectrum shows the data ac-
quired with the boric acid vial and the blue line shows the difference between
the two.
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Figure 5.12: Spectra obtained at 1 kW reactor power. Red line represents the
background, black line represents the contribute with a small vial of boric acid
in front of the neutron beam and the blue line represents the counts when the
red spectrum is subtracted from the black one.

The results show the 478 keV boron capture peak, the 511 keV annihilation
peak superimposed on the 558 keV peak and the 651 keV peak, the last two
are due to the Cd capture reactions now discernible since the detector was not
shielded from the neutrons [81].
Once again, the presence of the Boral shield interferes heavily on the possibil-
ity to see the 478 keV boron peak due to the neutron capture reactions in the
vial. These results further the necessity to remove the Boral shield to be able
to correctly distinguish the contribution of the vial.

5.3 Measurements at L.E.N.A. after the mod-

ification of thermal column setup

To remove the Boral shield a simulation campaign was first taken up to un-
derstand the thermal neutron fluxes in the thermal column room and thus to
understand the maximum power reachable to safely employ the reactor. It was
found that to operate safely the reactor the measurements should not go above
500 W reactor power.
The simulations were also used to compute the photon background flux in the
thermal column room when the Boral shield was removed.
Fig. 5.13 shows the comparison between the gamma fluxes in the 7x7x7 cm3
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5.3. Measurements at L.E.N.A. after the modification of thermal column setup

cell, filled with air and centred in correspondence of the expected measuring
position of the CZT calculated with an F4 tally with and without Boral shield
at 300W reactor power.
The 478 keV gamma flux is an order of magnitude lower without the Boral

Figure 5.13: Comparison between photon fluxes in the thermal column room
on the neutron beam plane with Boral shield (black) and without Boral shield
(red).

shield thus lowering the noise on the energy we are interested in. Therefore
the measurements campaign should include a less imposing lead shielding and
still be able to detect the 478 keV gamma coming from the sample vial.
The measurements where carried out removing the Boral shield and position-
ing the detector at the same height of the centre of the neutron beam while
the vial was positioned directly in front of the neutron beam. Fig. 5.14 shows
the detector position and setup when irradiating without the Boral shielding.
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5. CZT detector prototype measurements in TRIGA Mark II Thermal Column

Figure 5.14: CZT prototype detector setup in the thermal column room with-
out Boral shielding, the detector base is made of reactor grade graphite and
the two red bricks are lead.

A 5 cm lead brick was used to shield the detector from the gammas coming
from the reactor core side and a 1 cm thick lead shield was positioned above
the detector. No neutron shielding was employed. For the sample a 1.8 g BPA
vial was employed. The vial has a very high number of 10B ppm and was
chosen as such to ensure the signal presence in the acquired data.
The detector was tested in different positions with respect to the vial, the best
performing setup is reported and consists in positioning the vial in front of
the neutron beam and adjacent to the detector’s box thus keeping the 1 cm
minimum distance between the detector and the vial due to the box presence.
Fig. 5.15 shows the results of the measurement employing the BPA vial at 300
W reactor power. The measurement had a live time of 600 s with a dead time
lower than 4%.
The red spectrum represents the background of the thermal column room at
300 W reactor power and qualitatively it is possible to appreciate that the 478
keV counts are lower in the background than in the black spectrum acquired
with the BPA vial. Nonetheless we were not able to completely suppress the
478 keV gammas due to the background, this is probably due to the presence
of other materials containing Boron in the irradiation chamber and in the mea-
surement room that is not possible to work without.
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5.4. Cadmium capture reaction peak and neutron flux

Figure 5.15: BPA spectra at 300W without Boral shielding: red line shows the
background, black line shows the BPA spectrum, blue line shows the subtrac-
tion.

On the base of such experimental evidence, a study is under way to open
another channel at the L.E.N.A. reactor to be used specifically for prompt
gamma analysis and BNCT-SPECT measurements. The new channel would
be free of any 478 keV background contamination since it is specifically studied
for such measurements and would not employ any material containing 10B. In
this future scenario, further measurements will be performed adding a PMMA
phantom to study a more realistic small animal BNCT-SPECT setup using
the 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detector prototype.

5.4 Cadmium capture reaction peak and neu-

tron flux

Despite the removal of the Boral shield from the thermal column we saw that
the results were not sufficient to appreciate the 478 keV peak due to the sam-
ple. Nonetheless we took advantage of the new thermal column configuration
to study the response of the CZT detector to increasing thermal neutron fluxes
as shown in Fig. 5.16. All the measurements were taken without the boron
vial and for 600 s live time, since the reactor power was never over 500 W the
detector was not shielded from the neutrons thus it is possible to see in the
spectra the Cadmium capture reaction peak at 558 keV.
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5. CZT detector prototype measurements in TRIGA Mark II Thermal Column

The data was obtained by means of the MAESTRO software tool to select

Figure 5.16: Spectra acquired in the thermal column without Boral shielding
at 50 W (black), 100 W (red), 300 W (green) and 500 W (blue) reactor power.

a peak and fit it with a gaussian while removing the platform noise and the
results are shown in Tab. 5.4. In addition we evaluated the thermal neutron
flux in the 5x5x20 mm3 CZT prototype detector. The simulated neutron flux
for each reactor power is shown in Tab.5.4 and is correlated to the measured
cps as shown in Fig. 5.17.

The area under the Cd peak, and thus the counts per second, is directly

Reactor Power
[W]

Thermal neutron flux
[n s−1 cm−2]

Peak
[keV]

FWHM
[keV]

Net Area cps

50 3.46 · 103 555.9 12.9 2661 4.43
100 6.92 · 103 553.9 17.5 5805 9.68
300 2.08 · 104 546.7 20.8 19565 32.61
500 3.46 · 104 542.6 25.9 33871 56.45

Table 5.4: Data acquired using MAESTRO software for various reactor powers.

proportional to the reactor power and thus to the neutron flux arriving on the
CZT prototype detector. As we can see in Fig. 5.17 the counts per second
increase as the thermal neutron flux increases.
We can fit the data with a linear function to find the correlation between cps
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5.4. Cadmium capture reaction peak and neutron flux

under the cadmium peak and the thermal neutron flux. The equation obtained
is 5.1.

cps = (1.61 · 10−3 ± 0.02 · 10−3) · (Neutron F lux) (5.1)

In conclusion we can say that when the CZT is exposed to a unitary thermal
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Figure 5.17: Correlation between cadmium peak cps and thermal neutron flux.

neutron flux we would expect a 1.61 ·10−3 cps under the Cadmium peak. This
data can be used to understand the shielding needed for the CZT prototype
detector to suppress the cadmium contribution to the spectrum and reduce
the system dead time.
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Conclusions and future
perspectives

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy is a binary radiotherapy. The first step con-
sists in administering to the patient a 10B carrier compound able to accumulate
preferentially in the tumour, the second step is to irradiate the tumour with
thermal neutrons. The efficacy of the therapy is based on the neutron capture
reaction n + 10B → 7Li + α of the thermal neutrons on the boron compound.
In the 94% of captures the 7Li ion is produced in an excited state which causes
the emission of a gamma ray of 478 keV energy.
Since the alpha particles and 7Li ions have a range smaller than the mean cell
diameter most of the reaction energy is deposited in the cell where the reaction
took place. Therefore reconstructing the point of origin of the emitted 478 keV
gamma would allow us to find with a great precision the place where the re-
action took place, and thus the microscopic distribution of 10B in tumour cells
at the time of irradiation. Moreover the 478 keV gamma counts would give us
an information directly about the dose deposited in the cell through equation:

D ∝
∫
nBσφdV

In BNCT many methods have been developed to calculate the boron con-
centration in samples and in-vivo but none of them is able to give a measure-
ment in real time while the patient is being treated. A BNCT-SPECT system
would give us a direct estimation of the treatment dose delivered to the patient
not only the information on the boron concentration.
To develop such BNCT-SPECT system a detector with good energy and spa-
tial resolution is needed. Moreover the detector must be able to be fitted inside
a treatment room working in a mixed neutron and photon field. To such pur-
pose we chose to study a CdZnTe detector because it has an energy resolution
at 500 keV (3% with a 5x5x20 mm3 CZT) much higher than the NaI(Tl) scin-
tillators commonly used as clinical SPECT detectors. Moreover if we compare
the CZT detector to the state of art solid state spectrometer (HPGe) we find
that the energy resolution is comparable, moreover taking into account that
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the CZT detector requires smaller crystal volumes and doesn’t need any cool-
ing system. Another advantage of using a CZT detector is that we can obtain
a good spatial resolution by segmenting the electrodes with strips that allows
to use lower number of reading channels than a pixelated detector.
To understand the properties and to test the performance of the CZT detector
we performed both simulations and measurements.
At first we studied the imaging capabilities of a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector
that would be the base element for a bigger array of detectors to be employed
in the SPECT imaging system and that would be made of 4 5x20x20 mm3

detectors, each with its own read-out electronics. We simulated the energy
resolution and efficiency of the 20x20x20 mm3 detector when used to detect
the gammas from various standard sources in the energy range between 250
keV to 1400 keV and we found that at 276 keV the efficiency is 67.13% and at
high energies, such as 1333 keV, the efficiency is 7.83%. Moreover the expected
efficiency of the detector in the energy range of interest for BNCT-SPECT (478
keV) is 30.8%.
We also simulated the image reconstruction abilities of the 20x20x20 mm3 de-
tector which has 80 pixels of 1x5 mm2 with 20 mm thickness obtaining, when
a Back Projection algorithm is used, a spatial resolution of about 6 mm when
the source is located at 21 cm from the detector.
The results tell us that a BNCT-SPECT imaging system for small animals with
a 20x20x20 mm3 CZT detector should be able to reconstruct images with a 6
mm spatial resolution if the distance between source and detector is decreased
and the angular step is thickened while the data collecting time is considered
of about 30 minutes which is compatible with a typical BNCT treatment time.
In the framework of the INFN 3CATS project two 5x20x20 mm3 CZT detectors
are being built representing half of our simulated BNCT-SPECT base element.
In the next year we will begin testing them to see if the simulated response
can be confirmed by the measurements and to further study the feasibility of
the BNCT-SPECT imaging system. Moreover to further improve the image
reconstruction we aim to introduce a collimator and to explore different recon-
struction algorithms.
An important part of the thesis project was the experimental characterization
of the 5x5x20 mm3 CZT detector, which could be considered as a sub-unit of
the 5x20x20 mm3 3CATS prototype.
The CZT detector was characterized at first with standard gamma sources
and some simulations of the detector were also performed with MCNP6 and
Geant4 Monte Carlo codes and validated with the experimental results. The
efficiency of the detector at 478 keV energy was found to be 6.08%.
Afterwards we performed some experiments at the TRIGA Mark II research
reactor of Pavia University to study the response of the 5x5x20 mm3 CZT
detector to a mixed neutron and gamma field.
This study is fundamental because during BNCT treatment the SPECT imag-
ing system would be exposed to such mixed field and to understand its response
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to thermal neutrons due to the high presence of Cadmium in the detector crys-
tal.
To perform the measurements in the TRIGA Mark II thermal column we mod-
ified the irradiation chamber using the results of some MCNP6 simulations.
The best irradiation setup was based on a 4 cm diameter neutron beam.
Through these experiments we were able to find the correlation between the
measured cps under the 558 keV Cadmium photopeak and the mean thermal
neutron flux on the detector volume. We found that we can expect an increase
of 1.61 · 10−3 cps for thermal flux unit. We can exploit this result to build
the thermal neutron shield for the CZT detector, and thus optimize the data
collection of our BNCT-SPECT imaging system.
Since the results of the measurements in the TRIGA Mark II thermal column
showed that the high 478 keV gamma background can not be reduced we are
presently planning to move the measurements to a different reactor channel
that will be built specifically for prompt gamma analysis and SPECT mea-
surements, as such it would be built without any material containing 10B.
In the next year we aim to start a new measurement campaign involving both
the 5x5x20 mm3 detector as well as the new CZT prototype of 3CATS project
and using the new reactor channel.
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